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Abstract

This thesis presents the results of the experimental studies on two kind
of Superconducting circuits: one-dimensional Josephson junction chains and
superconducting coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonators. One-dimensional
Josephson junction chains are constructed by connecting many Supercon-
ducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) in series. We have stud-
ied DC transport properties of the SQUID chains and model their nonlinear
dynamics with Thermally Activated Phase-Slips (TAPS). Experimental and
simulated results showed qualitative agreement revealing the existence of a
uniform phase-slipping and phase-sticking process which results in a voltage-
independent current on the dissipative branch of the current-voltage char-
acteristics (IVC). By modulating the effective Josephson coupling energy of
the SQUIDs (EJ ) with an external magnetic field, we found that the ra-
tio EJ/EC is a decisive factor in determining the qualitative shape of the
IVC. A quantum phase transition between incoherent Quantum Phase Slip,
QPS (supercurrent branch with a finite slope) to coherent QPS (IVC with
well-developed Coulomb blockade) via an intermediate state (supercurrent
branch with a remnant of Coulomb blockade) is observed as the EJ/EC ra-
tio is tuned. This transition from incoherent QPS to the intermediate-state
happens around R0

∼= RQ (RQ = h/4e2 = 6.45kΩ). We also fabricated struc-
tured chains where a SQUID at the middle of the chain (central SQUID) has
different junction size and loop area compared to other SQUIDs in the chain.
Results showed that with these structured chains it is possible to localize and
tune the amplitude of both TAPS and QPS at the central SQUID.

The second part of the thesis describes the fabrication process and the
measurement results of superconducting CPW resonators. Resonators with
different design parameters were fabricated and measured. The transmission
spectra showed quality factors up to, Q ∼ 5×105. We have observed bending
of the resonance curves to the lower frequencies due to existence of a non-
linear kinetic inductance. The origin of the nonlinear kinetic inductance is
the nonlinear relation between supercurrent density, Js and superfluid veloc-
ity, vs, of the charge carriers on the center line of the resonators. A simple
model based on the Ginzburg-Landau theory is used in order to explain ob-
served nonlinear kinetic inductance and estimates using this model showed
good agreement with the experimental results.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling presenterar resultaten av de experimentella studierna
p̊a tv̊a typer av supraledande kretsar: endimensionella Josephsonöverg̊angskedjor
och supraledande plana v̊agledar- (CPW) resonatorer. Endimensionella Joseph-
sonöverg̊angskedjor konstrueras genom att ansluta flera supraledande kvantin-
terferensenheter (SQUID) i serie. Vi har studerat likströmsegenskaper av
SQUID kedjor och modellerat deras ickelinjära dynamik som termiskt aktiver-
ade fas-hopp (TAPS). Experimentella och simulerade resultat visade kvalita-
tiv överenskommelse vilket tyder p̊a förekomsten av en enhetlig fas-hopp/fas-
fastnar mekanism som resulterar i en spännings-oberoende ström p̊a den
dissipativa grenen av ström-spännings karakteristiken (IVC). Genom att mod-
ulera den effektiva Josephsonkopplingsenergin (EJ) av SQUID:er med ett yt-
tre magnetfält, fann vi att förh̊allandet EJ/EC är en avgörande faktor för
den kvalitativa formen av IVC. En kvantfasöverg̊ang mellan icke-koherenta
kvant-fas-hopp, QPS (superström-gren med en ändlig lutning) till koher-
ent QPS (IVC med välutvecklad Coulombblockad) via ett mellanliggande
tillst̊and (superström-gren med en tecken av Coulombblockad) observeras när
förh̊allandet EJ /EC justeras. Denna överg̊ang fr̊an icke-koherent QPS till det
mellanliggande tillst̊andet sker runt R0

∼= RQ (RQ = h/4e2 = 6.45kΩ). Vi
tillverkade ocks̊a strukturerade kedjor där en SQUID vid mitten av kedjan
(centrala SQUID:en) hade olika överg̊angsstorlek och lop area jämfört med
andra SQUID:ar i kedjan. Resultaten visade att med dessa strukturerade ked-
jor var det möjligt att lokalisera och justera amplituden för b̊ade TAPS och
QPS vid den centrala SQUID:en.

Den andra delen av avhandlingen beskriver tillverkningsprocessen och
mätning av supraledande CPW resonatorer. Resonatorer med olika tillvärknings-
parametrar fabrikerades och mättes. Transmissionsspektra visade kvalitets-
faktorer upp till, Q ∼ 5 × 105. Vi observerade böjning av resonanskurvor till
lägre frekvenser p̊a grund av förekomsten av en icke-linjär kinetisk induktans.
Ursprunget för den icke-linjära kinetiska induktansen är den icke-linjära rela-
tionen mellan superströmtätheten, Js och den superflytande hastigheten, vs,
av laddningsbärarna p̊a mittlinjen av resonatorerna. En enkel modell baserad
p̊a Ginzburg-Landau teori användes för att förklara den observerade icke-
linjära kinetiska induktansen och beräkningar med denna modell visade god
överensstämmelse med de experimentella resultaten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its initial introduction in the 1920’s, quantum physics has evoked a tremen-
dous amount of interest in the scientific community and it has been considered not
only an emerging branch of physics but also one of the most important scientific
achievements of the 20th century. The prominence that quantum physics gained
through the last century can be attributed to the fact that, beyond its contribu-
tions to a new specific field of physics, it introduces a radically new point of view
and interpretation of physics. Unlike classical physics’ perspective, which usually
conforms to common sense and ordinary experiences of daily life, quantum physics
draws a novel picture of the physical world that is beyond simple human concep-
tions of the ”real” world. Furthermore, quantum physics and its new point of view
provides us with new opportunities to explore and understand the behavior of mat-
ter.

Quantum physics has also spurred many new applications that were impossible
to build and operate with mere knowledge of classical physics. The most prominent
examples of such applications are Lasers (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emis-
sion of Radiation), STM (Scanning Tunneling Microscope), and Quantum Comput-
ers which process qbits (quantum bits). The development of the quantum computer,
which could offer the next major leap forward in information technology, will be pos-
sible only by fabricating and manipulating qbits. There are several systems which
can be utilized as a qbit and prominent systems are based on Josephson Junctions.
Furthermore, the reading and writing process of a qbit requires detection of very
weak signals and isolation from a noisy background of electromagnetic fluctuations.
A Superconducting CPW resonator can be utilized for this particular function. In
this thesis we examine classical and quantum effects in Josephson Junction Chains
and Superconducting CPW Resonators.

3
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Figure 1.1: a) Optical Microscope image of a chip containing a SQUID chain (global
view). The chip has CPW geometry and the chain consists of 384 SQUIDs with
total length of 100µm. Two thin film capacitors with the sizes 200µm × 20µm are
connected serially in order to shunt the chain. b) Optical Microscope image of a
the SQUID chain together with termination leads (zoom to the center of the chip
where the SQUID chain is placed). c) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image
of a section of a chain when the beam is tilted ∼45 degrees from normal incidence
to the x-y plane of the sample. SQUIDs are formed by two parallel Josephson
junctions with the dimensions 300nm × 100nm.

1.1 Josephson Junction Chains

Josephson Junction (JJ) chains consist of serially connected DC SQUIDs along
the horizontal direction (x) where each junction is extended in the vertical direc-
tion (y) and reformed in to a loop with two parallel junctions (Fig. 1.1). The
behavior of Josephson junctions are described by two ratios: the ratio of the char-
acteristic energies, the Josephson energy and the charging energy, EJ/EC , and the
ratio of the effective damping resistance and the quantum resistance, Rdamp/RQ

(RQ = h/4e2 = 6.45kΩ). The effective Josephson coupling energy and EJ/EC ratio
can be tuned with an external magnetic field (z-direction) threading the SQUID
loop area. The spatial dimensions transverse to the supercurrent flow (y and z) are
thus exploited to create a tunable one dimensional system.
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JJ chains exhibit many interesting phenomena and they are utilized for various
applications. They have been studied as a model system for understanding the su-
perconductivity in one-dimension and in particular the superconducting-insulator
quantum phase transition [1–9]. Chains can emulate an ideal continuous super-
conducting nanowire when they are long enough and uniform enough to hide their
discrete nature. Furthermore, by intentionally introducing disorder they can also
emulate a granular nanowire which consists of many superconducting islands of
various sizes and various Josephson coupling energies [10–14]. Therefore JJ chains
can be thought as artificial nanowires with great freedom of design.

The superconducting state of the JJ chain is characterized by a long range order
of the spatially distributed phase φ(x) of the complex order parameter. Fluctuation
of the superconducting order parameter or phase-slip events can cause dissipation.
Phase slips can be created either by thermal activation, Thermally Activated Phase
Slips (TAPS) [10, 15] or the result of quantum tunneling, Quantum Phase Slip
(QPS) [9, 11–13, 16].

In the limit, EJ/EC ≫ 1 and RQ/Rdamp ≫ 1, the phase of the junctions can
be treated as a classical variable while the charge fluctuations are strong. There
have been several successful experiments demonstrating the observation of QPS
in chains with large Josephson energy [6–8, 16–21]. Furthermore it is possible to
achieve spatial and temporal control of both TAPS and QPS with JJ chains in
this limit [19, 22]. Localized QPS in circular chains have recently been exploited
in a promising new type of superconducting qubit, Fluxonion [18, 23, 24]. It was
demonstrated that chains in this regime can be used as so-called lumped element
superinductors, which have a high frequency impedance much larger than the quan-
tum resistance [25, 26]. They are also used for the voltage standard in metrology
[27] and for widely tunable parametric amplifiers [28]. Furthermore it is suggested
that very long one-dimensional Josephson junction chains formed in a transmission
line geometry can be employed for creating an analog of the event horizon and
Hawking radiation [29, 30].

In the other extreme EJ/EC . 1 and RQ/Rdamp ≪ 1 [6–8, 31], the Joseph-
son junction chain forms a high impedance transmission line [8] for a distributed
Josephson plasmon mode [32] and when this impedance exceeds the quantum resis-
tance RQ, coherent QPS give rise to a Coulomb blockade of Cooper pair tunneling
[7, 14, 21, 33, 34]. Coulomb blockade and Bloch oscillations are electrodynamic
dual of the DC and AC Josephson effects, respectively [35, 36]. Achieving this dual
to the Josephson effect in a circuit which can support a DC electrical current is
of fundamental interest for quantum metrology. It is predicted that Bloch oscilla-
tions could be synchronized to an external signal and create synchronous Cooper
pair tunneling [37–42] which would lead to a fundamental relation between elec-
trical current and frequency, I = 2ef . While numerous groups have observed the
Coulomb blockade of Cooper pair tunneling a robust demonstration of the comple-
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b) 30μm d) r= 16 μm c) 4 μm

a) 100μm

Figure 1.2: a) Optical Microscope image of a Superconducting CPW resonator
with the length, l = 26.4mm and resonance frequency, f0 = 3.05 GHz (global
view). The resonator is coupled to input and output capacitors at each end with
30 µm extension fingers (b). The center conductor is 2.0 µm wide and separated
from the lateral ground planes by 1.0 µm gap (c). Bending area of the meander
structure with radius r = 16µm (d).

ment to the AC Josephson effect, or synchronization to Bloch oscillations, is yet to
be demonstrated.

1.2 Superconducting CPW Resonators

A Superconducting Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) resonator is a thin film struc-
ture with center strip and two ground planes on either side and capacitively coupled
to the input and output ports. An example of such a resonator is shown in Fig. 1.2.
When the resonator fed by an electromagnetic wave at the input port, a small
fraction of incoming wave leaks in to the resonator. Since capacitive couplings at
each end of the wire acts as a mirror this leaked wave is reflected back and forth
without significant dissipation due to the superconducting nature of the resonator.
When the wavelength of the incoming electromagnetic wave matches the length of
the resonator, due to the constructive interference between the waves inside the
resonator, the amplitude of the standing wave in the resonator becomes very large.
Such high quality factor resonators can be used as a sensitive detector [43, 44].

Electromagnetic resonators based on thin film superconductors have been of
interest for many years in the context of microwave filter design [45]. More re-
cently, Superconducting coplanar waveguide resonators have become widely used
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in the mesoscopic physics community for circuit quantum electrodynamics (QED)
[46–49]. In circuit QED, the resonator is used to isolate a single mode of the elec-
tromagnetic field (a harmonic oscillator) which is coupled to a Josephson junction
circuit with quantized energy levels. The one-dimensional character of the CPW,
with length much greater than the transverse dimensions serves to concentrate the
transverse electric and magnetic fields, which, together with a very high quality
factor, allows for a strong coupling between the quantum circuit and the single
mode of the electromagnetic field [50]. In this strong coupling limit many inter-
esting and potentially useful quantum phenomena are presently being engineered
at microwave frequencies with the freedom of design afforded by planar circuit
lithography. In this context it is important to understand the nonlinearities and
losses in the resonator which are intrinsic to the CPW design and/or materials used.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 starts with introduction to the basic theory of a single Josephson
Junction and SQUID chains. Experiments on One-dimensional Josephson Junction
Chains are described in detail together with fabrication process as well as measure-
ment techniques. We describe a simulation which models the complex nonlinear
dynamics of Josephson junction chains and the results obtained from these simula-
tions are compared with experimental results.

Chapter 3 covers the theory of CPW resonators and experimental observation
of nonlinear response. A simple model which can explain the origin of non-linear
kinetic inductance is introduced. Results of experiments designed to probe the
source of this non-linear kinetic inductance are also presented in this chapter. The
final chapter 4 concludes with a summary of the main results presented in the previ-
ous chapters. Appendices describes the fabrication of JJ chains (Appendix:A) and
Superconducting CPW resonators (Appendix:B) and the publications are attached
after the Appendices.





Chapter 2

Josephson Junction Chains

2.1 Theory

The novel behaviour of superconductors originates from the bosonic nature of
their charge carriers. In a superconductor charge carriers consist of two electrons
called Cooper pairs [51]. Each electron in a Cooper pair has opposite spin and
opposite momenta and therefore Cooper pairs have zero net spin, and follow the
Bose-Einstein statistics. Cooper pairs in the ground state can be described by a
single complex order parameter having amplitude and phase.

The Josephson Junction is a device in which two superconducting electrodes are
separated by a thin insulating layer (∼ 1nm thick). In his pioneering paper [52],
Josephson predicted that Cooper pairs can tunnel between the superconducting
electrodes. This tunneling process is coherent and creates a dissipationless charge
flow called supercurrent. Shortly after the Josephson paper experimental obser-
vation of tunneling supercurrent through Pb/SnOx/Sn junctions was made [53].
Fig. 2.1 shows the schematic diagram of a Josephson Junction.

If we define the order parameter at each electrode as;

Ψ1 = |Ψ1|eiφ1 (2.1)

Ψ2 = |Ψ2|eiφ2 (2.2)

the supercurrent, IS, which is a function of critical current, IC, and phase difference
between the electrodes, φ, can be written as;

IS = IC sin(φ) (2.3)

φ = φ2 − φ1 (2.4)

9
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a Josephson Junction. Two superconducting
electrodes are separated by a thin layer of insulator. Ψ1 and Ψ2 are macroscopic
wave functions of Cooper pairs in the first and second electrodes respectively.

Eq. 2.3 describes DC Josephson Effect. IC is the maximum current that the
junction can carry without any dissipation and it depends on the geometrical and
material properties of the junction. Supercurrent does not cause any dissipation.
In other words, supercurrent flow does not require a voltage difference across the
junction. On the other hand, when a Josephson Junction is biased with a finite
voltage, the phase difference increases linearly with time

dφ/dt = 2eV/~ (2.5)

and the current across the junction oscillates with a frequency called the Josephson
frequency, fJ .

IS = IC sin[2πfJ t+ φ(0)] (2.6)

fJ =
2e

h
< V > (2.7)

Eq. 2.7 describes AC Josephson Effect and the relation between voltage and
frequency is defined only by the fundamental constants, h, Planks’s constant and,
2e, the charge of a Cooper pair. This relation is independent from geometrical and
material properties of the junction and the frequency to voltage conversion is the
basis of our SI unit of voltage [54].

2.1.1 Characteristic Energies of a Josephson Junction

Josephson junctions have two characteristic energies; Josephson energy, EJ , and
charging energy, EC . EJ originates from the fact that even though supercurrent is
dissipation-less, there is energy stored in a supercurrent flow. Using the Josephson
relations for current and voltage, this energy is given by;

U =

∫

ISV dt =
~

2e

∫

IC sin(φ)dφ =
~IC

2e
(1 − cos(φ) (2.8)

EJ =
~IC

2e
(2.9)
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where EJ can be thought as the maximum potential energy of the junction. At
zero magnetic field the critical current can be written as [55];

IC0 =
π∆(T )

2eRN
tanh

∆(T )

2kBT
(2.10)

In the low temperature limit, the tanh((∆(T)/(2kBT)) ≃ 1 and IC0 simplifies
to

IC0 =
π∆(0)

2eRN
(2.11)

determined only by the superconducting gap, ∆(0) and normal state resistance, RN

of the junction. Therefore the Josephson energy at zero magnetic field, EJ0, can be
written as;

EJ0 =
~IC0

2e
=

~π∆(0)

4e2RN
=
RQ

RN

∆(0)

2
(2.12)

where resistance quantum, RQ is defined as;

RQ = h/4e2 = 6.45kΩ (2.13)

The other important energy is the charging energy EC , or the amount of energy
required to charge the junction capacitance, C, with a charge equal to one electron.

EC =
e2

2C
(2.14)

2.1.2 Dynamics of a Josephson Junction

The Hamiltonian of an unbiased, non-dissipative Josephson Junction can be
written as [36],[56],[57]

H =
q2

2C
− EJ cos(φ) (2.15)

The first term of the Hamiltonian represents the charging energy and the second
term represents the Josephson energy. The charge on the electrodes, q = CV ,
and the phase across the Josephson junction, φ, form a set of quantum conjugate
variables, obeying the commutation relation [56] [58],

[q, φ] = 2ei (2.16)

For a complete analysis of a Josephson junction, the quantum nature of the
charge and the phase have to be taken into consideration.

The dynamics of a Josephson junction is determined by two factors. The first
is the ratio between two energy terms in the Hamiltonian, EJ/EC , and the second
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Figure 2.2: Characteristics of a Josephson junction for different limits of EJ/EC

and RQ/Rdamp [59].

is the ratio between the frequency dependent impedance of the electromagnetic en-
vironment and the resistance quantum, RQ/Z(w). For simplicity we consider that
the impedance of the environment is frequency independent and it acts as a resistor
where Z(w) = Rdamp. Depending on both EJ/EC and RQ/Rdamp, either the phase
or the charge of the junction acts as a classical variable [35]. Fig. 2.2 summarizes
the behavior of Josephson junctions in different limits of EJ/EC and RQ/Rdamp

[56],[59].

In the limit of EJ ≫ EC and RQ ≫ Rdamp, the phase difference, φ across the
junction acts as a classical variable (upper-right corner of Fig. 2.2). In this limit
the Josephson effect describes a supercurrent flow across the junction due to strong
quantum fluctuations of the charge, q. This behavior is well described by classical
phase dynamics and modeled by the Resistively Capacitively Shunted Junction,
RCSJ , model.

In the other limit when EJ ≪ EC and RQ ≪ Rdamp the charge, q will be fixed
and the phase difference, φ, of the junction will have strong quantum fluctuations
(lower-left corner of Fig. 2.2). In this limit there will not be any current across the
junction and the charge is fixed, < dq/dt >= 0, even in the presence of an external
voltage across the junction. This phenomena is called Coulomb blockade [57][60].

The measurement system which is coupled to the junction plays an important
role in determining the actual damping experienced by the Josephson junction.
The impedance of the electro magnetic environment, Z(w), is defined by connec-
tion pads, bonding wires and cryostat leads. For the frequencies of the order of
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the plasma frequency (wp =
√

2πIC/Φ0C ∼= 1011s−1) the impedance of the envi-
ronment is well approximated by a transmission line with ZLine = Z0/2π ∼= 60Ω
where Z0 is the free space impedance. Therefore when the junction is connected to
measurement leads directly, without any extra engineering, it sees a low impedance
environment, ZLine ≪ RQ. One can say that the parasitic capacitance of the
measurement system acts as a voltage source, which instantaneously releases the
charge on the Josephson junction capacitance [61], [60]. A detailed description of
engineering high impedance environment for a Josephson junction is mentioned in
the fabrication section.

2.1.3 Classical Phase Dynamics

RCSJ MODEL
A simple model frequently used for the analysis of a Josephson junction in the

limit of classical phase dynamics is the Resistively and Capacitively Shunted Junc-
tion (RCSJ) model [15],[62]. The equivalent circuit of a Josephson junction used
in this model is shown in Fig. 2.3. This circuit consists of three elements, an ideal
Josephson junction, a resistor and a capacitor. All circuit elements are in parallel
and each of them represents a different channel for the current flow in the junction.
Resistance represents the channel for the dissipative current which is called the
normal current, IN . This current is carried by quasi-particles or single electrons
and the origin of these charges are either thermal fluctuations or broken Cooper
pairs inside the superconducting electrodes. Thermal fluctuations and therefore
IN become significant when the temperature of the system approaches the criti-
cal temperature or when the total current flowing through the junction exceed the
critical current. The second circuit element capacitor carries the displacement cur-
rent. Since the junction consists of two conductors separated by an insulator, it
will also behave as a capacitor and there will be a displacement current, ID, across
the junction. The third element is the ideal Josephson junction which carries a
supercurrent, IS , across the junction. If we apply Kirchoff’s law we can write total
current as;

IT ot = ID + IS + IN (2.17)

IT ot = C
dV

dt
+ IC sin(φ) +

V

R
(2.18)

If we rewrite Eq. 2.18 in terms of phase, φ

IT ot

IC
=

~C

2eIC

d2φ

dt2
+

~

2eRIC

dφ

dt
+ sin(φ) (2.19)

and define scaling factor τ as;
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Figure 2.3: Equivalent circuit model of a Josephson junction. RCSJ model consists
of three elements, an ideal Josephson junction, a resistor and a capacitor. Circuit
elements are in parallel configuration.

τ =
2e

~
RICt (2.20)

and the Stewart-McCumber damping parameter, β;

β =
2e

~
R2CIC (2.21)

then the Eq. 2.19 can be written as;

IT ot

IC
= β

d2φ

dτ2
+
dφ

dτ
+ sin(φ) (2.22)

There is a static solution for Eq. 2.22 which is independent from the Stewart-
McCumber damping parameter as long as the total current is less the critical, IT ot <
IC . In this solution, there is no voltage drop across the junction because there is only
one active channel across the junction which is the supercurrent channel. When
the total current exceeds the critical current, IT ot > IC , the other two channels
become active and the junction switches to a finite voltage state and time dependent
solutions appear. The value of the Stewart-McCumber parameter determines the
behavior of the junction and it can be written in terms of characteristic times of a
junction. These characteristics times are, τRC = RC which is the relaxation time
for charge on the capacitor and τJ = ~/(2eRIC) evolution of the phase. From those
relaxation times the Stewart-McCumber damping parameter can be defined as;

β =
τRC

τJ
=

2π

Φ0

ICCR
2 = π2

(

R

RQ

)2
EJ

2EC
(2.23)
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of the current-voltage characteristics of a current-biased Joseph-
son junction for different values of Stewart-McCumber damping parameter. a) In
the limit of β ≪ 1, the junction dynamics is overdamped. b) In the limit of β ≫ 1,
the junction dynamics is underdamped. c) In the limit of β ∼ 25, the junction is
critically damped.

The current-voltage characteristics of a current-biased Josephson junction for
different values of Stewart-McCumber parameter are shown in Fig. 2.4.

2.1.4 Tilted Washboard Model

Mechanical models are very useful for visualizing the complex dynamics of
Josephson junctions. These models introduce an intuitive way for understanding
the current-voltage characteristics and give insight to the nonlinear dynamics of
the Josephson junction. One of these mechanical models is the Tilted Washboard
Model, describing the dynamics of a particle at position, φ, with a mass propor-
tional to the capacitance, C, moving in a washboard potential, under the effect of
viscous drag force proportional to R−1. The tilt of the washboard is controlled by
bias current and the velocity of the particle, dφ/dt, represents the voltage across
the Josephson junction. Eq. 2.22 which describes the RCSJ model and classical
phase dynamics can also be used for the description of the motion of particle and
Fig. 2.5 illustrates this motion in the washboard potential for various bias currents.
For the bias currents lower than the critical current, IT ot < IC , the particle rests
in one of the potential minimum and this situation corresponds to the zero voltage
state (supercurrent branch) as shown in Fig. 2.4. When the junction is biased with
a current higher than the critical current, IT ot > IC , the potential minimum of the
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Figure 2.5: The motion of a particle in a washboard potential for various bias
currents.

washboard landscape effectively disappears and the particle starts to run down hill,
corresponding to the finite voltage state (dissipative branch). If the bias current
is reduced, the particle will retrap in a minimum of the potential at a current,
IR < IC . The retrapping current depends on the competition between damping
and the inertia of the particle, described by the parameter β in Eq. 2.22. Large ca-
pacitance represents the large mass and therefore large inertia, or larger hysteresis.

2.1.5 Phase Portraits

A graphical way to visualize the dynamics of a Josephson junction is a phase
portrait. Phase portraits are two dimensional plots showing the evolution of the
dynamical variables, position (x-axis) and velocity (y-axis) as steady-state trajecto-
ries. Fig. 2.6 shows the phase portraits of a Josephson junction with underdamped
dynamics for different bias currents. Two kinds of attractors are shown in these
plots which display several trajectories that describe steady-state solutions of the
differential equation (Eq. 2.22) for different initial conditions. The 0-state attrac-
tor or zero voltage state (particle resting at potential local minimum) is a static
solution and the 1-state attractor or free running state (particle running down the
washboard potential) is a dynamic solution. The areas enclosed by red lines repre-
sents the 0-state basins of attraction and all initial conditions within these basins
will fall into the 0-state attractor, or local minimum of the washboard potential.
On the other hand, all initial conditions outside the 0-state basins will flow to-
ward the 1-state attractor (limit cycle-dissipative branch). An interesting feature
is the saddle point, which represents the particle resting at the top of a local maxi-
mum of the washboard potential. The set of initial conditions which evolves to the
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Figure 2.6: Phase portrait of a Josephson junction with underdamped dynamics,
β = 25, for various bias currents. Phase portrait when the bias current is lower
than the retrapping current, IT ot = 0.1IC < IR (a) and when the bias current is
between retarpping current and critical current, IT ot = 0.5IC and IR < IT ot < IC

(b) and when the bias current similar to the critical current, IT ot = 0.99IC (c).

saddle point describes the boundary (red line) between the basins of attraction [63].

Fig. 2.6(a) shows the phase portrait of a Josephson junction when the bias cur-
rent is much lower than the critical current, IT ot = 0.1IC . This phase portrait
consist of only 0-state basins and the current voltage characteristics show only
supercurrent behavior. Fig. 2.6(b) shows a phase portrait for the bias current,
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Figure 2.7: Schematic picture of a single SQUID (a) and a SQUID chain (b).
Φext represents the magnetic flux enclosed by the SQUID loop due to the external
magnetic field, B.

IT ot = 0.5IC which is in between the retarpping current and the critical current,
IR < IT ot < IC . The phase portrait consists of both 0-state and 1-state attractors
and their basins. In the washboard potential the particle can switch between the
running state and resting states and the current voltage characteristics shows hys-
teresis. Finally when the bias current is close to the critical current, IT ot ∼ IC ,
(IT ot = 0.99IC), as shown in Fig. 2.6(c), the basins of attractions for 0-states have
almost completely disappeared. Therefore, for nearly any initial condition the par-
ticle will fall into the 1-state attractor and continue to run down the washboard
potential to the dissipative branch in the IV curve.

2.1.6 Superconducting Quantum Interference Device

A Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) is formed by con-
necting two Josephson Junctions in parallel. A schematic picture of a SQUID is
shown in Fig. 2.7(a). In the absence of an external magnetic field, B = 0, the phase
differences φ1 and φ2 across the junctions are the same and the total supercurrent
flowing through the SQUID is twice the supercurrent of a single junction, assuming
that the junctions have the same critical current, IC1 = IC2. If an external mag-
netic field penetrates the SQUID loop area, Aloop, the total current flowing through
the SQUID will show periodic oscillations due to the quantum interference. The
critical current then becomes a function of the applied magnetic field, B.

IC = |(IC1 + IC2) cos(πΦext/Φ0)| = |2(IC1) cos(πΦext/Φ0)| (2.24)

where
Φext = BAloop (2.25)

Since the Josephson energy is directly related to IC (Eq. 2.9), it is possible to
control the effective Josephson energy with an external magnetic field.

EJ = EJ0| cos(πΦext/Φ0)| (2.26)
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Figure 2.8: Critical current tuning of a SQUID, (with identical junctions), as a
function of external magnetic flux Φext.

where EJ0 is the Josephson energy at zero external magnetic field. On the other
hand the supercurrent circulating around the ring also creates a magnetic field
which can screen the external magnetic field. Eq. 2.26 is valid only when this
screening field is negligible, or when the self inductance of the loop is small com-
pared to the Josephson inductance, Lloop ≪ LJ where LJ = ~/(2eIC) [64]. Thus
such a SQUID is qualitatively equal to a Josephson Junction with tunable EJ .
Fig. 2.8 shows the modulation of IC as a function of external magnetic flux, Φext.

2.1.7 Semi-classical Charge Dynamics

When the charging energy of a Josephson junction is much larger than the
Josephson energy EJ ≪ EC and the damping resistance is larger than the resistance
quantum, RQ ≪ Rdamp, the phase difference, φ, of the junction will experience large
quantum fluctuations. In this regime, the charge behaves as a classical variable,
q = (2e/i)(∂/∂φ) and the behavior of the Josephson junction is defined by classical
charge dynamics [36, 57, 65]. The Hamiltonian of an unbiased Josephson Junction
can be written as,

H = −4EC
∂2

∂φ2
− EJ cos(φ) (2.27)

This Hamiltonian describes a particle in a periodic potential, EJ cos(φ). The
eigenstates are given by Bloch functions,

ψn,q(φ+ 2π) = ei2πq/2eψn,q(φ). (2.28)

where q is called the quasicharge in analogy to the quasi-momentum of a particle
in a periodic potential [65]. The energy levels described by these wave-functions
are 2e periodic and the first Brillouin zone extends over −e ≤ q ≤ e. The ex-
act shape of energy bands are defined by the ratio of the characteristic energies,
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Figure 2.9: Energy bands of a Josephson junction in the limit of EJ ≪ EC as a
function of quasicharge. Energy splitting between the two lowest lying bands at
the Brillouin zone boundary is approximately equal to the EJ .

EJ/EC , and at the Brillouin zone boundary, the lowest two bands are separated
by an energy gap, ∆E = E1 −E0. Fig. 2.9 shows the two lowest energy bands of a
single Josephson junction in the limit of EJ ≪ EC (nearly free electron limit) as a
function of quasicharge. In this limit the low-energy shape of the energy bands are
described by parabolas of the from q2/2C and band gap is approximately equal to
the Josephson energy, ∆E ∼ EJ . In the other limit EJ ≫ EC (tight binding limit)
the ground and low excited states become nearly independent of q, and the band
gaps approach ∆E ∼ ~ωp.

If we consider a Josephson junction which is biased with a small current,
(Ibias = dq/dt ≪ 2e∆E/~) the quasicharge changes adiabatically and the system
stays in the ground state following the lowest energy band. Starting from the q = 0
point in Fig. 2.9 the evolution of the system will be as such; a particle lying in
the lowest energy band will first climb up the parabola up to the q = e and then
follow the neighboring parabola down to the q = 2e and this process will repeat
itself with the period of a Cooper pair charge. As a result of this adiabatic change
in the quasicharge, the voltage across the junction will oscillate with a frequency;

fB =
1

2e
< Ibias > (2.29)

These are Bloch oscillations. The shape of the voltage-quasicharge function can
be obtained from the derivative of the ground state E0(q).

V (q) =
dE0

dq
(2.30)
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Figure 2.10: a) Critical voltage of a Josephson junction as a function quasi charge
for various EJ/EC values. EJ/EC values are 0.005, 0.02, 0.08, 0.2, 0.5, 2, 5, 200 in
the order of decreasing values. b) Calculated critical voltage, VC as a function of
EJ/EC ratio.

These voltage oscillations can also be expressed analytically 1 ;

V = VCsaw(χ) =
e

C

2

π
arcsin(

√

1 − cos(χ)

f + 2

sin(χ)
√

(1 − cos(χ))(f + 1 + cos(χ))
) (2.31)

f ∼= 0.3(EJ/EC)2 (2.32)

where saw(χ) is a unitary-amplitude 2π periodic function, and χ = (2π/2e)q is a
dimensionless quasicharge. The exact shape of this function is depends on EJ/EC

ratio expressed through the parameter f. ForEJ ≪ EC the function has a sawtooth-
like shape and gradually becomes sinusoidal as EJ/EC ratio increased. Fig. 2.10(a)
shows the function VCsaw(χ) for various EJ/EC ratios. The critical voltage, VC ,
of a Josephson junction can be calculated from Eq. 2.31 as;

VC = max(VCsaw(χ)) (2.33)

Fig. 2.10(b) shows the critical voltage as a function of EJ/EC . In the nearly
free electron limit when EJ ≪ EC , the critical voltage is practically independent
of EJ/EC . In the other limit, when EJ ≫ EC the critical voltage decreases expo-
nentially with EJ/EC .

1This expression was derived for us by the Dmitry Golubev. Numerical calculations are also
shown in [66]
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Figure 2.11: Current-voltage characteristics of a Josephson junction in the classical
charge regime.

2.1.8 Coulomb Blockade of Cooper pair Tunneling

Fig. 2.11 shows the current-voltage characteristics of a Josephson junction when
the quasicharge on the junction is a well-defined classical variable. The DC IV curve
consists of three different regimes. In the first regime, when the voltage across the
junction is less than critical voltage, V < VC , Cooper pairs are hindered from
tunneling and the junction remains in the Coulomb blockade state. In the second
regime, the voltage across the junction starts to oscillate with the Bloch frequency
(Eq. 2.29), [36, 42, 65, 67]. With each cycle of the Bloch oscillations one Cooper
pair tunnels through the junction. The voltage oscillations cause dissipation and
the IV curve has a back bending region with a negative differential resistance called
the Bloch nose [36, 57, 65, 68, 69]. Bloch oscillations are particularly interesting
for the metrology applications since Eq. 2.29 defines a relation between current
and frequency only through a fundamental constant, charge of an electron. Since
the frequency can be measured with very high accuracy, a robust demonstration of
phase-locking of an external signal to the Bloch oscillations would allow determina-
tion of a new current standard. There are some studies in the literature indicating
the possibility of phase-locking to the Bloch oscillations [37, 70, 71].

In the third regime when the current increases, Zener transitions excite the
system into the higher energy bands, [72, 73]. In this regime the average voltage
across the junction increases with the increasing bias current. In the nearly free
electron limit the Zener tunneling probability between the bands with the indexes,
n− 1 and n is given by [74, 75];

Pn−1,n = exp(−
π

8

EC

n2n−1
(
EJ

EC
)2n e

~Ibias
) = exp(−

IZ,n

Ibias
) (2.34)
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where

IZ,n =
π

8

EC

n2n−1
(
EJ

EC
)2n e

~
(2.35)

In the limit EJ ≪ EC the band gap between two lowest lying bands, E1 − E0,
is much larger than the band gap of higher order bands and the expression shown
in Eq.2.35 becomes smaller with increasing band index. In this limit it is possible
to define the Zener breakdown current, IZ , as the current between two lowest lying
bands since the Zener tunneling probability increases rapidly as the band index is
increased, n = 2, 3....

IZ = IZ,1 =
π

8

E2
J

EC

e

~
(2.36)

In theory, the system can tunnel to higher energy bands continuously without
dissipating energy, but this is not the case in real junctions because there will be
energy dissipation through quasiparticle transition and the current-voltage charac-
teristics of the junction will always show a crossover behavior from the back bending
branch to a dissipative branch.

Duality to Josephson Effect

Due to the quantum complimentary of phase and charge we can described two
complementary regimes of measurement: In the classical phase regime, the current
voltage characteristics of a junction is defined by the Josephson relations while in
the classical charge regime the current voltage characteristics of a junction is de-
fined by the Bloch junction. For a junction with overdamped dynamics (in the limit

Josephson Junction Bloch Junction (EJ . EC)

IS = IC sin(φ) V = VC sin(χ)

V = Φ0

2π
dφ
dt

I = 2e
2π

dχ
dt

fJ = 1
Φ0

< Vbias > fB = 1
2e
< Ibias >

Table 2.1: Josephson junction exhibit a remarkable duality between current and
voltage, phase and dimensionless quasicharge, and Cooper pair charge quantum
(2e) and flux quantum (Φ0 = h/2e).
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Figure 2.12: a) A circuit model of the SQUID Chain. b) The nonlinear character of
the damping resistor (resistive current) in the RCSJ model of each junction which
is given in Eq. (2.38).

EJ > EC) the saw function can be approximated by sine function, and there is an
exact duality (see Table 2.1).

2.1.9 Phase Dynamics of the SQUID Chain

A SQUID chain consists of serially connected SQUIDs and the schematic repre-
sentation is shown in Fig. 2.7(b). The SQUID chain can be thought of as a chain of
Josephson junctions with tunable EJ/EC ratio. Furthermore the impedance seen
by each junction is not defined by the connection pads or measurement leads but
instead it is defined by all other junctions in the chain. Typical chain impedances
of our samples are the order of or much larger than resistance quantum RQ. There-
fore it is possible observe both the classical phase dynamics, (IV with supercurrent
branch) and the classical charge dynamics, (IV with Coulomb blockade) in the
same sample. In other words, it is possible to study the transition between the
superconducting state (when the external magnetic field is zero, B = 0) and the
insulating state (when BAloop = Φ0/2), by tuning the external magnetic filed. This
quantum phase transition, [76], has been studied in this work and the results are
presented in the upcoming sections.

The dynamics of a Josephson junction chain is far more complex than that of
the simple RCSJ model. In the chain, collective modes can exist and the damping is
far more complicated than a simple ohmic resistor. We have developed a computer
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model to simulate the classical phase dynamics of long Josephson junction chains.
The circuit diagram for this model is shown Fig. 2.12(a). Each SQUID in the
chain is modeled as an ideal Josephson junction shunted by a capacitance C and
a nonlinear resistor R, which only lets current through when the voltage across it
exceeds the gap voltage Vg = 2∆0/e. The total current through junction i is thus

Itot
i = Ic sin(θi − θi+1) + C(V̇i − V̇i+1) + IR

i , (2.37)

where θi is the phase of the superconducting order parameter and Vi = ~θ̇i/2e is
the potential with respect to ground, of the island to the left of junction. The
nonlinear resistive current is taken to be

IR
i =

{

(Vi − Vi+1)/RN + In
i if |Vi − Vi+1| > Vg

0 otherwise
(2.38)

as shown in Fig. 2.12(b), where RN is the normal resistance of a single junction. The
sub-gap resistance is thus assumed to be infinite. In addition a thermal noise current
In is included in Eq. (2.38). The latter is modeled as a Gaussian random Johnson-
Nyquist noise with zero mean and covariance

〈

In
i (t)In

j (t′)
〉

= (2kBT/R)δijδ(t− t′).
Experimentally, the Josephson junction chain is voltage biased. Therefore, the
currents entering the chain from the left through the lead resistance Rterm, and
leaving the chain on the right, are given by

IL = (Vbias − V1)/Rterm + In
L, IR = VN/Rterm + In

R (2.39)

The Johnson-Nyquist noise In
R,L in the terminal resistors have zero mean and

obey 〈In(t)In(t′)〉 = (2kBT/Rterm)δ(t − t′). These terminal resistances model the
lead resistances together with the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cables,
approximately equal to Z0/2π ≈ 60Ω, where Z0 is the free space impedance. In
our simulations we therefore set Rterm = 50Ω. This low resistance is a main source
of dissipation and noise in the system. Now, Kirchhoff’s law holds at each super-
conducting island,

C0V̇i + Itot
i − Itot

i−1 = 0, (2.40)

where C0 is the capacitance to ground. This gives a coupled system of 2nd or-
der differential equations for the superconducting phases θi. These are integrated
with a symmetric time discretization using a leap-frog scheme, with a small time
step ∆t = 0.02(~/2eIcR) = 0.02(RC/β). Each iteration requires the solution of a
tridiagonal system of equations. By varying the bias voltage and calculating the
resulting current we obtain the IV-characteristics of the structure. The voltage
is stepped up slowly from zero, or down from a high value, to avoid sharp tran-
sient effects near the left lead where the voltage is applied. We also keep track of
the locations and times of phase slip events, i.e. when the phase difference across
a junction θi − θi+1 passes between the disjoint intervals [−π + 2πm,+π + 2πm]
for integer m. The source code for the simulation was written by Prof. Jack Lidmar.
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Figure 2.13: Optical lithography processes for the fabrication of global alignment
marks and shunt capacitors (a) and for the ground planes and fine alignment marks
(b).

2.2 Experimental Techniques

In this section, fabrication process of long one-dimensional Josephson junction
chains together with the measurement techniques are described. We have fabricated
two kinds of chains, uniform chains and tunable-link chains. Similar fabrication and
measurement techniques were used for both designs. Here we present a summary
of the fabrication process and further details can be found in Appendix A. The
structure of the circuit and the details of the specific designs are also described in
this section.

2.2.1 Sample Fabrication

The fabrication of circuits consists of four main steps. These are: 1) The clean-
ing of the chips. 2) The fabrication of global alignment marks and base electrode for
the shunt capacitors by optical lithography. 3) The fabrication of ground planes and
fine alignment marks again by optical lithography. 4) The fabrication of Josephson
Junctions with EBL and angular deposition. Samples were prepared on 5 × 5 mm2

single-side polished silicon chips, with a 1 µm thermally grown silicon oxide, SiO2,
layer on the surface.

1) Cleaning : Cleaning of the silicon wafer at the beginning of the fabrication
process or cleaning the chips between various fabrication steps are crucial for the
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Figure 2.14: a) Optical Microscope images of Al rectangles, base layer of shunt
capacitors, and global alignment marks after the first optical lithography step.
b) Optical Microscope images of the center gap, where the chain will be placed,
together with the fine alignment marks for the e-beam lithography. The image
was taken after the second optical lithography step. c) Global view of a chip with
coplanar waveguide, CPW, geometry just before electron beam lithography step.

performance and the reliability of the sample. We have used two different meth-
ods for cleaning. The first method is called soft cleaning where chips were cleaned
by sonication in 50% CH3COCH3 for 10 minutes and ashed by O2 Reactive Ion
Etching (RIE) with 20 sccm gas flow, 50 mTorr chamber pressure and RF power
10 W for 5 minutes. The second method is called hard cleaning and it is similar
to the RCA cleaning method [77] used in semiconductor industry. In this method,
wafers were first put in Piranha solution (H2SO4 : H2O 4:1 ratio) in the 70Co

sonic bath for about 5 minutes in order to remove the organic contaminants and
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Figure 2.15: Sketch of the shadow evaporation technique. Aluminum is evaporated
at two different angles, ±α, through the e-beam resist mask. Tunnel barriers are
formed by oxidizing the first Al layer with pure oxygen and the Josephson junctions
are formed by the overlap between two metal layers.

resists. They were then placed into a second solution NH4OH : H2O2 : H2O
(1:1:5) for about 10 minutes in order to remove silicon pieces and dust particles.
These cleaning procedures were repeated whenever required during the fabrication
process and possible chemical reactions between the circuit and prepared solutions
must be taken into consideration. For the second and third steps (fabrication of
shunt capacitors and ground planes), optical lithography is used and the process
steps are shown in Fig. 2.13.

2) Shunt Capacitors : Two thin film capacitors (shunt capacitors) are fabri-
cated on-chip and connected in series to shunt the Josephson junction chains in
order to reduce the high-frequency impedance seen by the chain and provide filter-
ing for the fluctuations coming from the external leads and circuitry. Capacitors
were defined by optical lithography and metalization (Al) was made in a UHV de-
position system. We used a double layer resist technique with Lor7B underneath
S1818 in order to achieve sufficient under cut. After the cleaning procedure, 2 : 1
diluted photoresist Lor7B was spun onto the wafers at 6000 rpm for 60 seconds
and baked at 190 Co for 5 minutes on a hot plate. On top of the first layer an-
other photoresist S1818 was spun at 8000 rpm for 60 seconds and baked 120 Co

for 90 seconds. Then the wafer was exposed to UV light through a contact mask
which contains the patterns. The desired patterns were created on the chip when
the exposed parts of the photoresist dissolved in MF-319 developer for about 40
seconds. After that Al was evaporated onto the wafer in a UHV deposition system.
Finally the wafer was soaked in 1165 remover in order to lift off the resist and
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Figure 2.16: a) Optical Microscope images of a uniform chain with co-planar waveg-
uide, CPW, geometry. This chain consists of 384 SQUIDS with total length 100µm.
Shunt capacitors, 200µm × 20µm, are not visible in this image but can be seen
Fig. 2.14(c). b) SEM image of the chain together with termination lead. c) A
group of SQUIDs which consists of two parallel Josephson junctions each with the
dimensions 300nm × 100nm.

metal, leaving a metal copy of the mask pattern on to the chip. The insulating
layer for the shunt capacitors was formed either by heavy plasma oxidation forming
approximately 1nm thick Al2O3, or by sputtering of ∼ 10nm thick SiO2. Plasma-
oxidized Al shunt capacitors have ∼ 13 fF/µm2 specific capacitance and sputtered
oxide have about ∼ 1.5 fF/µm2 specific capacitance. Fig. 2.14(a) shows the opti-
cal microscope images of the Al rectangles, (base layer of shunt capacitors) and the
global alignment marks after the first optical lithography step and metal deposition.

3) Ground P lanes : The fabrication of the ground planes and shunt capacitors
is in principle the same (as in step 2) and we only changed the mask for UV expo-
sure and deposited Au instead of Al in UHV system. Fig. 2.14(b) shows the optical
microscope images of the center gap, where the chain will be placed, together with
the fine alignment marks for the e-beam lithography and Fig. 2.14(c) shows the
global view of a chip with the slot for the coplanar waveguide (CPW) just before
the electron beam lithography step.

4) Josephson Junction chain : The Josephson junction chain for both designs
is defined by Electron Beam Lithography and the overlapping Al/Al2O3/Al tunnel
junctions are made by the standard double-angle shadow evaporation technique
[78]. Similar to the previous steps we used double layer resist technique for fabri-
cation of Josephson junctions in order to create a good under cut for metalization
but with this resist it is also necessary to create free-standing ”Dolan bridges” [78]
(Fig. 2.15). The first e-beam resist layer was PMGI and it was spun at 3200 rpm
for 60 seconds and baked at 180 Co for 10 minutes on a hot plate. The second layer
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Figure 2.17: a) Optical Microscope images of a uniform chain with large shunt
capacitors. This chain consists of 2888 SQUIDS with total length 500µm. Shunt
capacitors with the sizes 1000µm × 800µm are placed to the input and output of
the chain. b) SEM image of the chain together with termination lead. c) A group
of SQUIDs which consists of two parallel Josephson junctions with the dimensions
300nm × 100nm.

was 1:2 anisol-diluted ZEP520A and it was spun on top of the first layer at 6000
rpm for 60 seconds and baked at 180 Co for 10 minutes. The wafer was then ex-
posed by an electron beam with the desired pattern created using a CAD program.
The ZEP520A layer was developed with P-xylene for 75 seconds and PMGI was
developed with 3:2 water diluted MF322 for 2 minutes. The angle evaporation of
Al/Al2O3/Al tunnel junctions (see Fig. 2.15) was made in a UHV e-gun deposition
system. The base electrode was approximately 15 nm thick and the tunnel barri-
ers were formed by oxidizing this layer with pure oxygen in the load lock of the
UHV system (Sputnik) with the desired pressure. The oxidation time and pressure
was adjusted according to the desired tunnel junction resistance. The Josephson
junctions were formed when the second Al layer (∼ 30nm thick) was deposited and
the angle of evaporation between two deposition step was changed by rotating the
stage, typically from −12o to 12o from normal incidence. At the end, the wafer
was soaked in 1165 remover at 50o for about 5 minutes in order to lift-off residual
e-beam resist and metal. After this final step the sample is ready to mount and
wire bond to a PC board.
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Figure 2.18: a) Optical Microscope image of a tunable-link chain. The chip has
CPW geometry and the chain consists of 384 SQUIDs with total length of 100µm.
Two thin-film capacitors with the sizes 200µm × 20µm are fabricated on chip and
connected in series to shunt the chain. b) Optical Microscope image of the center
gap together with termination leads. The big SQUID is visible at the center
of tunable-link chain. c) The big SQUID (separately tunable-link) have smaller
Josephson junctions (∼ 95nm × 105nm) compared to the chain SQUIDs.

2.2.2 Sample Geometries

Uniform chains consist of serially connected identical SQUIDs. We have fabri-
cated many uniform chains with different lengths (N=50,384,2888,4888 SQUIDs).
Most of these chains have the CPW geometry as shown in Fig. 2.14(c) and Fig. 2.16
while some of the chains with N=2888 SQUIDS have a different geometry with no
ground plane and a much larger shunt capacitor. Tunable-link chains also consist
of serially connected SQUIDs but a big SQUID with weaker junctions is placed in
the middle of the chain. Fig. 2.18(a and b) shows the optical microscope images
of a tunable-link chain. Fig. 2.18(c) shows the SEM image of the middle of the
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Figure 2.19: a) Photograph of a chip mounted in the recess of a printed circuit
board. b) Close-up image of the chip together with SQUID chain. c) Back side of
the board with MMCX coaxial connectors.

chain. The chain SQUIDs have Josephson junctions with sizes 300nm x 100nm.
The loop area of the big SQUID is approximately ten times larger than the chain
SQUIDs while the junction area is only one-third of the chain SQUIDs. Due to this
difference in loop area the critical current, IC , of the big SQUID is more sensitive to
the external magnetic field than the chain SQUIDs. Therefore, near zero magnetic
field it is possible to tune the critical current of the big SQUID between maximum
and minimum without inducing significant change on to the properties of chain
SQUIDs. Most the tunable-link chains have CPW geometry with N=384 SQUIDs.

2.2.3 Measurement Techniques

After fabrication the chips were glued to a recess in a printed circuit board
(PCB) as shown in Fig. 2.19. The ground planes and the connection pads of the
chips are electrically connected to a CPW on the PCB by gold bonding wires. In
order to create shielding and establish good thermal connection between the cooling
unit and the chip, the PCB is mounted in an RF tight copper can. This copper can
is mounted directly to the cold finger which is in thermal contact with the mixing
chamber. We used an Oxford Kelvinox AST-Minisorb dilution refrigerator with a
base temperature of, Tbase ∼ 15 mK as a cooling unit. The system is a dip stick
cryostat and cooling from room temperature down to 4K is achieved by placing it
into a wide-neck transport dewar of liquid 4He. Further cooling, down to the base
temperature, is achieved by dilution refrigerator which involves a closed cycle with
a mixture of 3He and 4He isotopes [79].
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Figure 2.20: Schematic diagram of the measurement circuit.

Fig. 2.20 shows a schematic diagram of the measurement circuit. The current
voltage characteristics of the chains are measured with a two point measurement
technique and the samples were voltage-biased. The two-point method means that
a resistance of ∼ 150Ω for each lead is measured in series with the sample, which
is negligible for our experiment. The bias is created by an HP33120A arbitrary
waveform generator and sent to the sample. The frequency of the bias ramp was
in the range of 0.1-1 Hz and the amplitudes were in the range between 1mV to 1V.
The measurement leads between the external circuitry and the copper can are made
of 50Ω Cu/Ni alloy coax cables which are rather lossy at high frequencies (61 dB/m
@ 10 GHz). The DC current flowing through the sample is amplified with a current
amplifier (Femto model DDPCA-S). Different gain factors were used depending on
the sample and measurements. The most frequently used gain factors were 1011

V/A and 1012 V/A. Two channels of the Tektronix TDS5104 digital oscilloscope
are used to record the response of the sample together with the bias voltage. For
the magnetic field sweep a separate arbitrary waveform generator is used to bias
the superconducting solenoid at the bottom of the dewar.
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Figure 2.21: Typical DC IV curves of uniform chains in the Superconducting and
Coulomb blockade regimes. a) The current voltage characteristics of the sam-
ple 20110314 Ch21 at zero magnetic field with EJ/EC = 36. b) Current-voltage
characteristics of the sample 20090928 Ch2a when the flux enclosed by the chain
SQUIDs is close to half the flux quantum, with EJ/EC = 1. The chain current,
IChain, Zener current, IZ and threshold voltage, VT are shown with arrows.

2.3 Overview of Measured Results

In this section DC transport properties of the Josephson Junction chains are
presented. We have fabricated and studied many Josephson Junction chains and
important parameters of these samples and their definitions are listed in Table 2.2
for Uniform Chains and in Table 2.3 for Tunable-link Chains. Tables are arranged
with increasing number of SQUIDSs in the chain, N , and increasing normal state
resistance of the chain, RTot.

The current-voltage characteristics (IVC) of the chains were measured while
step-wise increasing the external magnetic field. With increasing external magnetic
field we tune the critical current and thereby EJ of the SQUIDs in the chain. We
observed a clear transition from superconducting regime when EJ/EC ≫ 1 and
ΦSquid ≈ 0 to insulating regime when EJ/EC . 1 and ΦSquid ≈ Φ0/2.

EJ (B) =
RQ

RN

∆0

2
| cos(π

ΦSquid(B)

Φ0

)| (2.41)

The typical current-voltage characteristics of uniform chains in the Supercon-
ducting regime consist of a supercurrent-like branch at low bias voltages which is fol-
lowed by a constant current branch, IChain, at high bias (Fig. 2.21(a)). Supercurrent-
like branch shows a finite slope, R0, and it has a characteristic dependence on
EJ/EC ratio. For long arrays, R0 is independent of chain length, N , and prac-
tically independent of temperature below critical temperature, TC . The constant
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current branch stretches between supercurrent-like branch (V ∼ 0) up to the normal
tunneling branch, which is observed around the sum-gap voltage (V ∼ N2∆0/e).
It is also possible to tune the current level IChain with an external magnetic field.

In the insulating regime the typical current-voltage characteristics of the uni-
form chains shows a well-developed zero-current state (Coulomb blockade) with a
finite threshold voltage, VT (Fig. 2.21(b)). This threshold voltage varies with ex-
ternal magnetic field as the EJ/EC ratio is tuned. When the bias voltage exceeds
this threshold voltage, there is a abrupt increase in the current level. We define the
current level at the jump to the dissipative branch to be Zener current, IZ .

The differential conductances (dI/dV ) are calculated from the measured current-
voltage characteristics. By analyzing the current-voltage characteristic and differ-
ential conductance of many chains we have gained an overview about the behavior
of the SQUID chains. Current-voltage characteristics together with the color plot of
the differential conductance are presented for two typical samples in Fig. 2.22 and
Fig. 2.23 for the uniform chains and in Fig. 2.24 and Fig. 2.25 for the tunable-link
chains.

We observed a very interesting feature at the dissipative branch of the DC
IV curve of tunable-link chains in the insulating regime, when the critical cur-
rent of the central-link is tuned to minimum (see Fig. 2.24(f) and Paper II). The
current-voltage characteristic shows a well-developed Coulomb blockade which is
an indication for the existence of coherent QPS in the chain. When the sample is
biased above the threshold voltage there is a sharp onset of Cooper pair tunneling,
followed by a region with negative differential resistance (NDR) reaching a nearly
zero-current state. Noteworthy is the region with NDR as it tells us that coher-
ent QPS are happening in the presence of a low-dissipation environment. Indeed,
we have seen in simulations of classical phase slips in chains with a central weak
link, that this NDR occurs when the phase slip rate at the central link exceeds the
plasma frequency of the chain junctions, where a gap is predicted in the electro-
magnetic mode spectrum of the chain [25, 80]. This gap prevents the excitation of
the chain modes and coherent QPS can occur above the threshold voltage, where a
DC current can flow. This interpretation means that the current in this region of
NDR is characterized by underdamped Bloch Oscillations.
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Parameters N AJUNC RTot RN EJ0 EC EJ0/EC IC0 LChain Behavior@B = 0 G
Units # µm2 MΩ kΩ µeV µeV # nA µH #

20101021 Ch07 50 0.06 0.502 10 64.24 29.6 2.16 3126 1.05 IChain = 40pA

B04M03C02 384 0.06 0.27 0.69 931.1 29.6 31.4 453.2 0.56 IChain = 105nA
B04M03C08 384 0.06 0.28 0.72 890 29.6 30 433.6 0.58 IChain = 100nA
20090928 Ch2a 384 0.06 1.43 3.72 172.9 29.6 5.83 84.2 3.0 IChain ≈ 2.5nA
20090928 Ch5a 384 0.06 1.6 4.17 154.8 29.6 5.21 75.3 3.36 IChain ≈ 5nA
B04M02C08 384 0.06 1.96 5.1 126.3 29.6 4.26 61.5 4.11 VT = 0.27mV ,IZ = 250pA
B04M02C05 384 0.06 2.13 5.54 116.3 29.6 3.92 56.6 4.48 VT = 0.23mV ,IZ = 150pA
B04M02C09 384 0.06 4.86 12.66 50.97 29.6 1.71 24.8 10.18 VT = 0.44mV ,IZ = 20pA

20110131 Ch15 2888 0.05 0.2 0.072 8912 35.6 250 4338 0.43 IChain = 900nA
20110131 Ch04 2888 0.02 0.2 0.082 7898 89 88.7 3844 0.41 IChain = 800nA
20110131 Ch24 2888 0.05 0.7 0.24 2661 35.6 74.7 1295 1.47 IChain = 220nA
20110131 Ch06 2888 0.05 0.731 0.25 2548 35.6 71.6 1240 1.53 IChain = 210nA
20110314 Ch21 2888 0.05 1.43 0.5 1302 35.6 36.6 634 3 IChain = 110nA
20110314 Ch23 2888 0.05 1.88 0.65 990 35.6 27.8 482 3.94 IChain = 62nA
20110323 Ch06 2888 0.05 2.38 0.82 782 35.6 21.9 381 4.99 IChain ≈ 5nA
20110131 Ch02 2888 0.02 29 12.08 53.37 89 0.59 25.98 60.83 VT = 25mV ,IZ = 5pA

20110310 Ch02 4888 0.05 4.22 0.86 747 35.6 21 363.6 8.85 IChain ≈ 45nA

Table 2.2: Main parameters for the uniform chains studied. For the explanations of the parameters see the caption of
Table 2.3.
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Parameters N AJUNC RTot RN EJ0 EC EJ0/EC IC0 LChain Behavior@B = 0 G
Units # µm2 MΩ kΩ µeV µeV # nA µH #

20091015 Ch2b 384 0.06 0.7 1.82 353.8 29.6 11.92 172 1.46 IChain ≈ 17nA
20091015 Ch5b 384 0.06 0.7 1.82 353.8 29.6 11.92 172 1.46 IChain ≈ 17nA
20091015 Ch7b 384 0.06 0.7 1.82 353.8 29.6 11.92 172 1.46 IChain ≈ 17nA
20091015 Ch8b 384 0.06 0.86 2.24 288 29.6 9.7 140 1.8 IChain ≈ 5nA

20110517 Ch05 2888 0.05 1.38 0.48 1350 35.6 38 657 2.89 IChain ≈ 150nA
20110417 Ch01 2888 0.05 3.55 1.23 524 35.6 14.73 255.4 7.45 IChain ≈ 10nA

Table 2.3: Main parameters for the tunable-link chains studied. N is the total number of SQUIDSs in the chain, AJUNC

is the total junction area of one SQUID (i.e. both junctions), RTot is the total normal state resistance of the chain,
RN = RTot/N is the normal state resistance of a single SQUID (assuming all SQUIDs equal). EJ0 is the Josephson
energy of a single SQUID at zero magnetic field determined from the RN and the superconducting energy gap ∆0,
EJ0 = (RQ/RN)(∆0/2). EC is the charging energy of a single SQUID, EC = e2/(2CSAJUNC) where CS = 45fF/µm2

is the specific capacitance. EJ0/EC is the ratio of the characteristic energies which is the main parameter determining
whether the DC IV curve shows Supercurrent or Coulomb blockade behavior. IC0, is the bare critical current of the
chain, IC0 = EJ02e/~. The total inductance of the chain is determined from IC0 as, LChain = N~/(2eIC0). The final
column indicates whether the DC IV curve of the chain showed supercurrent-like IVC, with the given value of the chain
current IChain, or a Coulomb blockade, with the given value of the threshold voltage, VT and Zener current, IZ .
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Figure 2.22: a) Color map of the differential conductance of the sample
20110314 Ch21 (uniform chain with N=2888 and EJ0/EC = 36.6) as a function
of external magnetic field and bias voltage. Differential conductance is displayed
in the interval −25µS < dI/dV < 175µS and the conductance values outside this
interval saturate the color map. At low magnetic fields, the current-voltage charac-
teristics show a supercurrent-like branch at low bias voltages followed by a constant
current branch (b and c). This voltage-independent constant current branch is a
manifestation of a random process of phase-slipping and phase-sticking that is uni-
formly distributed throughout the chain due to the over-damped dynamics of the
phase slips, β < 1 [22]. As the external magnetic field increased, the flux threading
the SQUID loops becomes close to the half-flux quantum and the critical current of
the chain SQUIDs are suppressed drastically (d and e). For the external magnetic
filed B ∼ 85G, the flux enclosed by the chain SQUIDs is equal to half the flux
quantum and the IV curve shows a fully developed Coulomb blockade region with
the threshold voltage VT ∼ 0.2 mV (f and g).
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Figure 2.23: a) Color map of the differential conductance of the sample
20090928 Ch2a (uniform chain with N=384 and EJ0/EC = 5.83) as a function
of external magnetic field and bias voltage. Differential conductance is displayed in
the interval −0.5µS < dI/dV < 0.5µS and the conductance values outside this in-
terval saturate the color map. The blue stripes between B = 0G and B = 60G have
a period in voltage corresponding the superconducting energy gap 2∆0/e ∼ 0.4mV.
At low magnetic fields, B ∼ 10G the current voltage characteristics consists of
a supercurrent-like branch around zero-bias, followed by periodic gap features at
higher bias voltages (b and c). Simulations show that the gap features arise from
continuous phase-slipping at the weakest SQUIDs in the chain with under-damped
dynamics β > 1. For the magnetic fields B ∼ 64G the current-voltage charac-
teristic shows a Coulomb blockade around zero bias which is followed by a region
with negative differential resistance, NDR (d and e). When the flux enclosed by
the chain SQUIDs is close to half the flux quantum ΦSquid ∼ Φ0/2 (B = 79.6 G)
the current-voltage characteristics shows hysteretic behavior (difference between
switching and retrapping voltages) and a fully developed Coulomb blockade region
with the threshold voltage, VT ∼ 0.5 mV (f and g).
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Figure 2.24: a) Color map of the differential conductance of the sample
20091015 Ch8b (tunable-link chain with N=384, EJ0/EC = 9.7 for the chain
SQUIDs and EJ0/EC ≃ 1.08 for the tunable-link SQUID) as a function of external
magnetic field and bias voltage. Differential conductance is displayed in the interval
−6µS < dI/dV < 6µS and the conductance values outside this interval saturate
the color map. The pattern with period 7.5 G corresponds to one flux quantum
in the large loop of the central SQUID. For the magnetic fields B < 50Gauss the
current-voltage characteristics between the bias voltages,−2∆0/e < V < 2∆0/e is
determined mainly by the central SQUID due to the localization of the phase slips.
The critical current of the central SQUID is maximum at B ≈ 2.4 G (b and c)
and minimum at B ≈ 30G (d and e). At high magnetic fields B > 70 G the phase
slips in chain SQUIDs become significant. The current-voltage characteristics at
B = 76.8 G (f and g) shows a well-developed Coulomb blockade state and distinct
threshold voltage followed by a region with NDR reaching a nearly zero-current
state. It is also possible to see the enhancement of the threshold voltage due to the
central SQUID [19].
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Figure 2.25: a) Color map of the differential conductance of the sample
20091015 Ch5b (tunable-link chain with N=384, EJ0/EC = 11.92 for the chain
SQUIDs and EJ0/EC ≃ 1.33 for the tunable-link SQUID) as a function of external
magnetic field and bias voltage. Differential conductance is displayed in the interval
−0.5µS < dI/dV < 1µS and the conductance values outside this interval saturate
the color map. The pattern with period 7.8 G corresponds to one flux quantum
in the large loop of the central SQUID. For the magnetic fields B < 50Gauss the
current-voltage characteristics between the bias voltages,−2∆0/e < V < 2∆0/e is
determined mainly by the central SQUID due to the localization of the phase slips.
The critical current of the central SQUID is maximum at B ≈ 8 G (b and c) and
minimum at B ≈ 27.4G (d and e). At high magnetic fields B > 50 G the phase
slips in chain SQUIDs become significant. The current-voltage characteristics at
B = 81.8 G (f and g) shows a well-developed Coulomb blockade state and distinct
threshold voltage. Two maxima of the threshold voltage is observed, due to two
different areas of the SQUID loops in the chain. At magnetic fields when the weak-
link is at the minimum, the dissipative branch above the threshold voltage shows a
dip in the differential conductance due to the localization of the phase-slips at the
tunable link.
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Figure 2.26: Current at two different bias voltages, V ≈ 10mV (a) and V ≈ 0.2mV
(b) as a function of magnetic field for the sample 20091015 Ch8b (tunable-link
chain with N=384, EJ0/EC = 9.7 for the chain SQUIDs and EJ0/EC ≃ 1.08 for
the tunable-link SQUID). For the bias voltages |V | < 2∆0/e the current level is
determined by the central SQUID with period B=7.5G. For the bias voltages much
larger than gap voltage |V | ≫ 2∆0/e, the current level is determined by EJ of the
chain SQUIDs with period B∼ 90G. Thus the loop area of the central SQUID is
approximately, 90/7.5 = 12 times larger than the loop area of the chain SQUIDs.

2.3.1 Chain current

The current-voltage characteristics of uniform chains in the over-damped regime
(β < 1) show a constant current branch, IChain (see Fig. 2.22). The observation of
voltage-independent chain current is a manifestation of a random process of phase-
slipping and phase-sticking that is uniformly distributed throughout the chain. It
is possible to suppress this IChain level with an external magnetic field by tuning
the critical currents of the chain SQUIDs. However the qualitative shape of the
current-voltage characteristics is not effected by the external magnetic field tuning
(see Fig. 2.27(a)).

The chain current is practically independent of temperature up to 1 K in uni-
form chains. As an example, Fig. 2.28 (a) shows the current-voltage characteristics
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Figure 2.27: a) DC IV curves of the sample 20110314 Chip21 (uniform chain with
N=2888 and EJ0/EC = 36.6) at base temperature, T = 20mK, for various exter-
nal magnetic fields. The direction of the arrow indicates the increase of external
magnetic filed from 0 Gauss in steps of 10 Gauss. b) Chain currents (blue scale)
and the estimated Ambegaokar-Baratoff critical current [55] (red scale) for a single
SQUID with the same sample parameters of 20110314 Chip21 plotted as a function
of external magnetic field.
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Figure 2.28: a) DC IV curves of the sample 20110131 Ch04 (uniform chain with
N=2888 and EJ0/EC = 88.7) at zero external magnetic field (EJ0/kB ≈ 90K)
and various temperatures. b) IChain is essentially independent of temperature until
T ∼ 1.55K where the Al makes a transition to the normal state.

of a uniform chain for various temperatures between 20 mK and 800mK, at zero
magnetic field. This figure shows that IChain is independent of temperature up to
T = 0.7TC where TC ≈ 1.55 K for this sample. (see Fig. 2.28(b)). This tempera-
ture independence of chain current is an indication that the overall current voltage
characteristic is determined primarily by the damping and not driven by thermal
fluctuations.
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Figure 2.29: Current as a function of EJ/EC ratio for various samples. Empty cir-
cles represents chain current, IChain, and filled circles represents Zener current, IZ ,
as shown in Fig. 2.21. Connected dots represents measurement of the same sample
at different magnetic fields. For all the samples which showed the SI transition,
the current levels IChain and IZ are about 300 pA (horizontal dash-dot line)at the
onset of the Coulomb blockade, where the appearance of a measurable VT occurs
near EJ/EC ∼ 2. The legend indicates the total number of SQUIDs in each chain.

2.3.2 Zener Current

IZ =
π

8

E2
J

EC

e

~
(2.42)

Some of the chains with N = 384, 2888, 4888 SQUIDs showed Superconducting-
Insulating (SI) transition as the EJ/EC ratio is suppressed by the external magnetic
field (see Eq. 2.41). Fig. 2.29 compiles data from many experiments and the mea-
surements showed that there is an upper limit ∼ 300 pA for Zener current (dash-dot
line) regardless of chain length or junction size. The data also show that IZ scales
with E2

J as expected from theory [66]. The thick dashed line shows IZ given by
Eq. 2.42, scaled by a factor 1/250.
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Figure 2.30: a) Calculated critical voltage, VC (see Eq.(2.31-2.33)) for a single
SQUID with two different junction sizes, AJUNC. For the calculations the specific
capacitance is assumed to be CS = 45fF/µm2. b) Measured threshold voltage per
junction, VT /N as a function of EJ/EC ratio. The connected dots represents
measurement of the same sample with different magnetic fields and the legend
indicates the total number of SQUIDs in the chain.

2.3.3 Threshold Voltage

The Coulomb blockade state and measurable VT in the chain appears when the
EJ/EC

∼= 2. For bias voltage below the VT , the chains show immeasurably small
current, or zero bias resistance R0 ≫ 100GΩ (see Fig. 2.21(b)). Fig. 2.30(a) shows
the calculated critical voltage, VC , for a single SQUID with two different junction
sizes by using Eq.(2.31-2.33). All the data points shown in Fig. 2.30(b) follow ap-
proximately the same curve even though there is an order of magnitude difference
in N for different samples. We therefore conclude that VT is roughly proportional
to N . On the other hand, VT /N is almost five times lower than the critical voltage,
VC calculated for a single SQUID using the theory [36]. This discrepancy between
VT /N and VC can be due to the existence of charge solitons in the chain [8]. How-
ever, if solitons were present in a uniform chain, we would expect the threshold
voltage to be independent of N in long chains.

In order to make a usable current standard, one desires large IZ with a mea-
surable VT . Our results showed that VT scales with the number of SQUIDS in the
chain, but the Zener current has an upper limit, IZ ≈ 300 pA, regardless of chain
design or properties.
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Figure 2.31: Graphical representation of phase-slip events. Blue continuous arrow
represents the thermal activation over the barrier, TAPS, and red dashed arrow
represents the quantum tunneling, QPS.

2.4 Discussion

The superconducting state is characterized by long range order of the phase of
the complex order parameter. A supercurrent corresponds to a gradient of this
phase along the length of the chain. A phase slip is an event in which the phase
suddenly unwinds by 2π leading to a local change of the current and generation
of a voltage pulse by the Josephson effects. Phase slip event can be either ther-
mally activated Thermally Activated Phase Slips (TAPS) [10, 15] or the result of
quantum tunneling, QPS (Quantum Phase Slip) [11–13]. Depending on the various
experimental parameters such as, the ratio of the characteristic energies (EJ/EC),
bias voltage and the temperature, either TAPS or the QPS are the dominant mech-
anism which define the shape of the current-voltage characteristics.

2.4.1 Thermally Activated Phase Slips

As mentioned earlier in the theory chapter, Josephson junctions with EJ/EC ≫
1 and RQ/Rdamp ≫ 1 shows classical phase dynamics. The typical DC IV curve in
this regime of uniform chains shows a supercurrent-like branch at low bias voltage
followed by a voltage-independent current, IChain (Fig. 2.21(a)). In order to under-
stand the mechanism causing this voltage independent current branch we simulated
the complex nonlinear dynamics of Josephson junction chains.

Kautz [81, 82] showed that in a certain range of parameters, the RCSJ model
for a single junction predicts that both 0-state (particle resting at the potential
minimum) and 1-state (particle running down the washboard potential) are un-
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Figure 2.32: Phase-space diagram of a single junction from the RCSJ model with
β = 25 and I = 0.5IC .

stable due to the fluctuations, and the junction switches rapidly back and forth
between these two states creating a constant current branch on the DC IV curve.
Fig. 2.32 shows the phase portrait of a Josephson junction with underdamped dy-
namics biased below the critical current (β = 25 and I = 0.5IC). In this plot two
basins of attraction are separated by the red lines. A particle escaping from the
0-state through the saddle point (green dot, indicating the local maximum of the
tilted washboard potential) can not move directly to the basin of the next 0-state
attractor without entering the basin of 1-state attractor.

For fluctuation-free dynamics, once the particle is in the 1-state basin it will
continue to run down the washboard potential. But fluctuations, which necessarily
accompany the damping, give rise to transitions between the two stable attractors,
known as escape and retrapping. The energy required to switch the system from
1-state to 0-state is called activation energy for retrapping and it is approximately
equal to the kinetic energy of the particle in the 1-state [82]. The kinetic energy de-
creases with increasing damping. Therefore unstable switching between the 0-state
and 1-state requires large thermal energy and/or large damping. These results are
predicted for a single junction with linear damping and we think that this type of
instability can lead to a voltage independent constant-current branch in chains, due
to a continuous phase-slipping and phase-sticking in Josephson junctions.

In paper I (”Phase-sticking in one-dimensional Josephson Junction Chains”,
Chapter 7:Appended Papers), we showed that the observation of voltage-independent
chain current, IChain is a manifestation of a random process of phase-slipping and
phase-sticking that is uniformly distributed throughout the chain. The phase slip
rate of the entire chain is fixed by the bias voltage. Our simulations showed that
overdamped junction dynamics results in spatially uncorrelated phase slips. The
spatial distribution of phase-slipping and phase sticking effects the shapes of the
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Figure 2.33: Artist’s conception of incoherent (a) and coherent (b) QPS events.
The QPS is associated with the tunneling of a magnetic flux quantum (red tubes)
across the chain following the marked paths (green lines). The vertical blue bars
represent the x component of the electric field (potential gradient) due to the time
average of many QPS. (a) Incoherent QPS are enhanced at a weak link and in
the presence of a finite supercurrent they give rise to dissipation in the chain. (b)
Coherent QPS describe a Coulomb blockade state where the current is zero. The
potential gradient is due to an excess localized Cooper pair sitting at a strong link
in the chain, where the effective island capacitance to ground is larger.

DC IV curves and it is possible to gain insight into these processes by just analyz-
ing the shape of the IV curves. We found good agreement between our classical
model and the experimental data. We conclude that phase-slipping together with
phase-sticking, is the dominant mechanism which defines the dynamics of the long
Josephson Junction chains at finite voltages.
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2.4.2 Quantum Phase Slips

At low temperatures Quantum Phase Slips (QPS) become important. QPS can
be coherent or incoherent as depicted in figure 2.33. QPS generate finite volt-
age, and they are therefore associated with resistance, only when they occur at
finite current. The tunneling amplitude for QPS is determined by the ratio of the
Josephson energy and the charging energy, but is largely temperature independent.
We measured a finite zero-bias resistance with a characteristic dependence on the
Josephson energy, indicating that it is caused by QPS. This dependence changes
dramatically when the resistance exceeds the resistance quantum and the change
is accompanied by a qualitative change in the nonlinear current-voltage character-
istics which begin to show a signature of the Coulomb blockade.

An interesting feature appears for samples with a separately-tunable link when
they are tuned into a fully-developed Coulomb blockade state. A negative differen-
tial resistance above the threshold voltage suggests that the current is characterized
by underdamped Bloch Oscillations. Understanding the dynamics of Josephson
junction chains could provide insight as to how one could structure or guide coher-
ent QPS along a chain. Further discussion about QPS is presented at the paper
titled ”Localizing Quantum Phase Slips in one-dimensional Josephson Junction
Chains” (Paper II in Chapter 7:Appended Papers).



Chapter 3

Superconducting CPW Resonators

3.1 Theory

Superconducting Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) resonators are used for readout
of superconducting qbits [83], bifurcation amplifiers [84] and as kinetic inductance
detectors [85]. Parametric amplifiers based on nonlinear CPW resonators are cur-
rently being developed, [86], [87]. Intrinsic nonlinearities of CPW resonators are
created by the supercurrent-induced magnetic field which penetrates in to the cen-
ter strip and changes the current distribution [88],[89],[90] creating a nonlinear
kinetic inductance. We have introduced a simple model in order to estimate this
nonlinear kinetic inductance, Lnonlin

k . This model is based on the nonlinear relation
between the superfluid velocity and the supercurrent density of charge carriers in
the resonator.

3.1.1 Current and Magnetic Field Distribution

The current distribution in superconducting thin films has been a long-standing
topic of interest for researchers and understanding this distribution is essential for
the design of superconducting devices [88],[91]. The coordinate system of the Super-
conducting CPW resonator used for calculations in this study is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The total inductance LTot, depends on the current distribution in the center strip
of the resonator. For the resonators with film thickness of the order of the London
penetration depth, d ∼ λL, the current density can be calculated from the current-
carrying thin film solution. At the center of a wide strip (w ≫ d, dashed line in
Fig. 3.1(a)) we can neglect fringing effects at the edges and treat the problem as a
semi infinite thin film, where the current density is independent of y and z. The
current density, Jz = J(x, y = w/2), and magnetic field Hx = H(x, y = w/2) have
been calculated in [92].

51
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Figure 3.1: Coordinate system of the Superconducting CPW resonator, x-axis is
the film thickness , y-axis is the width and z-axis is the length of the resonator(a).
Schematic diagram of the resonator with characteristic lengths(b).

Jz =
IT ot

2λ

cosh(x/λL)

sinh(d/2λL)
(3.1)

Hx =
2πIT ot

c

sinh(x/λL)

sinh(d/2λL)
(3.2)

where ITot is the total current in the film and d is the film thickness. Equations
Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2 are given in the cgs units. The magnetic field and current
density are shown in Fig. 3.2 for Nb (λL = 47nm) and different thicknesses.

3.1.2 Kinetic and Electromagnetic Inductance

The total energy of the CPW Resonator is the sum of kinetic energy and the
magnetic energy , ETot = Ek + Em, where each part is calculated as [93], [94].

Ek =

∫

mv2

2
n dV =

µ0λ
2
L

2

∫

J2 dV (3.3)

Em =
µ0

2

∫

H2 dV (3.4)

Here n is the Cooper pair density. The total inductance, LTot can be written as;

LT ot =
2ET ot

I2
T ot

(3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Calculated magnetic field and current density in Nb CPW resonators for
various thicknesses (d = 1000nm, 200nm, 20nm). Magnetic fields are normalized
by the maximum magnetic fields Hmax (a) and the current densities are normalized
by the maximum current densities Jmax (b) on the centerstrips. London penetration
depth for Nb is, λL = 47nm.

Hence it is possible to calculate the electromagnetic and kinetic inductance
contributions separately. This computation was performed for the CPW geometry
[94];

Lm =
µ0

4

K(k′)

K(k)
(3.6)

Lk = µ0

λ2
L

dw
G(s, w, d) (3.7)

where µ0 is the permeability constant, K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind with modulus k = w/(w + 2s) and k′ = (1 − k2)1/2, λL is the London
penetration depth, w is the width of the centerstrip and s is the gap between
centerstrip and lateral ground planes (Fig. 3.1(b)). G(s,w, d) is a geometrical factor
given as

G(s, w, d) =
1

2k2K(k)2
{− ln

d

4w
−

w

w + 2s
ln

d

4(w + 2s)
+

2(w + s)

w + 2s
ln

s

w + s
} (3.8)

This factor is not very sensitive to d and s. Eq. 3.8 shows that Lk is inversely
proportional to d and w and directly proportional to the square of the penetration
depth, λL.
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Figure 3.3: Relation between supercurrent density and superfluid velocity. Red
line shows the prediction of Ginzburg-Landau theory and blue line shows the lin-
ear dependence. For a given super current density , marked as JTot, superfluid
velocity predicted by Ginzburg-Landau theory is slightly higher than linear predic-
tion, vGL > vLin. In the linear model the current density increases linearly with
increasing supercurrent velocity, i.e. number of charge carriers are not effected
by increasing current density. Jdp is the depairing current density and vdp is the
superfluid velocity of the charge carriers at this current density.

3.1.3 Nonlinear Kinetic Inductance

We have observed a bending of the resonance curve to lower frequency of super-
conducting CPW resonators as the current on the stripline is increased. This shift
to lower resonant frequency indicates the existence of a nonlinear kinetic inductance
which can be written as the sum of a linear and nonlinear part, where the later is
an increasing function of current;

Lk = Llin
k + Lnonlin

k (I) (3.9)

The origin of this nonlinear kinetic inductance could be the nonlinear rela-
tion between supercurrent density and superfluid velocity in the resonator. The
Ginzburg-Landau theory predicts that for the superconducting films with thickness
less than or the order of coherence length and London penetration depth, the cur-
rent distribution will be uniform. Increasing current density will cause Cooper pair
breaking and in order to maintain the same total current, Cooper pairs have to
increase their velocity (see Fig. 3.3). Pair breaking thus results a nonlinear relation
between the superfluid velocity and supercurrent density, as described in [64];
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J∗

z = nsevs =
(|α| −mv2

s/2)

β
evs (3.10)

Using this current density expression from the G.L. theory, we can calculate the
ratio of the total kinetic inductance to the linear part of Lk.

Lk

Llin
k

=

∫

(J∗

z )2dxdy
∫

J2
z dxdy

(3.11)

Therefore the nonlinear kinetic inductance Lnonlin
k can written as,

Lnonlin
k = Lk − Llin

k = Llin
k ×

[
∫

(J∗

z )2dxdy
∫

J2
z dxdy

− 1

]

(3.12)

The ratio
∫

(J∗

z)2dxdy/
∫

J2
zdxdy can be calculated numerically using Eq. 3.10 and

Eq. 3.1.
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Figure 3.4: Fabrication process of a Superconducting CPW resonator. The cross
section of the chip at different fabrication steps. (a)Vapor deposition of metal with
electron gun. (b) Positive e-beam resist (Zep520A) coating. (c)E -beam exposure
and development by P-Xylene. (d)BCl3 etching. (e)O2 ashing.

3.2 Experimental Techniques

3.2.1 Sample Fabrication

We have fabricated both Aluminum and Niobium resonators with the same
technique. We present a summary of the fabrication process rather than a de-
tailed description in this section and further details can be found in Appendix B.
Fig. 3.4 shows a schematic of the fabrication process of the CPW resonators. The
fabrication process of Superconducting CPW resonators consists of four main steps:

1) Cleaning : Silicon substrates are single-side polished wafers with a radius
of 4 inches and 1µm thermally grown silicon oxide layer on the surface. Initially,
the wafer is scribed and cracked into squares with dimensions of 2.5 × 2.5cm2 by a
diamond tip scriber in order to carry out metal deposition and patterning by EBL.
The wafer is scribed on the back side in order to protect the front side from dust
and fractured silicon pieces. However, it is not possible to keep the front side of
the wafer entirely clean and there were always some fractured silicon pieces and
dust on the front side of the wafer. In order to remove these silicon pieces and
other unwanted particles, the wafer must be cleaned prior to the metal deposition.
Cleaning is a two-step process; the first step is placing the wafers in a beaker with
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MilliQ water or isoproponal (IPA) in combination with sonication for 10 minutes,
and then drying them with N2. The second step is ashing the wafers with O2 Reac-
tive Ion Etching (RIE) RF with 30W forward power for 75 seconds. The chamber
pressure is to be kept at 30 mTorr, and gas flow at 20 sccm throughout the process.
After cleaning is performed, the wafers are stored in a clean container, ready for
metal deposition.

2) Thin F ilm Fabrication : Metal deposition of Al chips is carried out in an
Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) deposition system (Sputnik). We have used a spe-
cial technique called Ion Beam Assisted Deposition, IBAD for fabrication of very
smooth thin films and the details of this process can be found at in Appendix B.
Nb films were prepared at Chalmers Institute of Technology by sputter deposition.

3) Creation of Masks : The third step of the fabrication process is the creation
of masks (patterns) with Electron Beam Lithography (EBL). Before EBL exposure
the chips were coated with a high resolution positive e-beam resist ZEP520 (undi-
luted) from Nippon ZEON Ltd. Resist coating was performed in two steps in order
to get better planarization; initially the chip was spun at a slower speed while
the resist is poured onto the chip; in the second step, the chip was spun faster
so as to spread the resist into a thinner layer. In the first step, 5 ml of resist
was poured on the chips and spun at a speed of 120 rpm for of 4 seconds. In the
second step, the spinner was quickly ramped up to 5000-6000 rpm and remained
at that speed for approximately 2 minutes, resulting in a resist thickness in the
range of 300 to 350 nm. The chips were then baked at 180Co for 10-15 minutes on
a hot plate. Depending on the roughness of the metal film surface, the resulting
thickness of the resist might differ from the expected thickness shown in data sheet.

A typical EBL patterning process begins with designing the patterns on a com-
patible CAD software. For the resonators, a special program was written in the
C language to create text files containing designs which were later imported and
converted to GDSII format by Raith 150 Turnkey software. Test exposures were
performed to specify the correct exposure dose required by the Raith 150 software.
In order to quickly and accurately expose the millimeter-long meander structures,
these patterns were exposed by line exposure mode at 25 kV e-beam acceleration
voltages. Area and dot exposure modes of Raith 150 system were also used for spe-
cific duties such as patterning pads, write field stitching problems and connecting
relatively large patterns of the circuit to smaller patterns.

It is absolutely necessary to develop the resist immediately after exposure and
P-xylene is used for this purpose. It is also crucial to avoid over-development which
leads to broadening of the structures, which, in turn, causes exposed areas to be
too wide and/or the center strip to be too narrow or discontinuous. We have found
through trial and error that the optimum development time is 2 minutes 30 seconds.
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Centerstrip

Groundplane

Groundplane

Input coupler

Figure 3.5: Optical microscope image of etch mask just before dry etching. Image
shows the input coupler which consists of center strip, ground planes and gaps.

Material Etch Rate
Zep 520A 0.78nm/minute
Metals (Nb,Al) 0.67nm/minute
SiO2 10.4nm/minute

Table 3.1: Etch rates of Zep 520A, Metals (Nb, Al), and SiO2 by BCl3 dry etching.

4) Dry Etching : The last step of the fabrication process is Reactive Ion Etch-
ing. After the development of the chips with P-Xylene, the etch mask is ready for
dry etching. E-beam resist that remained on the chip after development is used as a
protection mask for the etching process. On the ground planes and center strip the
thickness of the resist is approximately 300 nm and on the exposed areas, which
are gaps between waveguide and ground planes, the resist is almost completely
removed. Therefore, as soon as etching process starts, the metal film under the
gaps will immediately start etching, and the thicker resist film acts as a protection
layer for the ground planes and center strip. After BCl3 etching, O2 ashing is used
for removing the resist residues left on top of the ground planes and center strip.
Fig. 3.5 shows the etch mask for the input coupler which consist of center strip,
ground planes and gaps.

The Oxford Plasma lab 80+ RIE system with BCl3 is used for etching both Nb
and Al chips. Several tests have been performed in order to get the etch ratios for
the e-beam resist and metals close to 1:1. Table 3.1 shows the etch rates of Zep
520A, Metals (Nb, Al), and SiO2 by BCl3 etching. The etch rates of Zep 520A,
SiO2, and particularly Nb and Al, can be deliberately controlled by changing the
etch power and the chamber pressure. Following the etching process, the remaining
e-beam resist on the chip is removed by means of Oxygen (O2) ashing. Chips were
ashed with forward power of 100 W at 50 mTorr pressure for 300 seconds. Table
3.2 summarizes the parameters for BCl3 etching and O2 ashing.
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Figure 3.6: PC (printed circuit) board, sample is mounted to the recess of the PC
board (a). MMCX coaxial connector with four prongs(b).

Gas BCl3 O2

Power 200 W 100 W
Pressure 15 mTorr 50 mTorr
Duration 360 seconds 300 seconds

Table 3.2: Etch power, chamber pressure and duration parameters of BCl3 etching
and O2 ashing.

Sample Mounting

After fabrication the chips were bonded to the Printed Circuit (PC) boards
for measurement as shown in Fig. 3.6. MMCX coaxial connectors are soldered to
the PC board which converts from the coaxial geometry of the cable to the CPW
geometry on the board. The chip is glued to the recess in the PC board and the
middle connector is bonded to the sample with 25µm thick Al bonding wires by
using a Kulicke & Soffa Model 4523D semiautomatic bonder. In a second method,
chips were connected to PC board with EPO-TEK H20 solid silver-filled epoxy.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

In this section, the measurement results of Superconducting CPW resonators
are presented. The chapter begins by listing fabricated and measured samples
along with their characteristic dimensions. Measurement results such as; trans-
mission spectra; parametric amplification and nonlinear kinetic inductance are also
presented together with a brief explanation of the measurement system.

We have fabricated many Superconducting CPW resonators with different char-
acteristic dimensions: the length of the cavity, l, the width of center conductor, w,
the gap between center conductor and lateral ground planes, s, the film thickness,
d, and the length and the width of the fingers which are extending into the cou-
pling capacitors. Fabricated and measured samples together with the characteristic
dimensions are listed in Table 3.3. An optical microscope image of a 3 × 1.5mm2

chip containing a Superconducting Nb CPW resonator is shown at Fig. 3.7 together
with SEM images showing details.
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Figure 3.7: Optical Microscope Image of a 3 × 1.5mm2 chip containing a Super-
conducting Nb CPW resonator is shown in (a). The length of the meandering
resonator is l = 13.2mm. The center conductor is 0.3 µm wide, and the gap be-
tween the center conductor and lateral ground planes is 0.5 µm. This gap extends
at the edges of the chip keeping the same ratio between the center conductor and
the gaps to match the impedance of conventional microwave components, which is
Z=50 Ω. The resonator is coupled by capacitors at each end to an input-output
feed line. The capacitance per unit length is estimated to be C = 95pF/m which
gives a total resonator capacitance of ∼ 1.4pF. An optical microscope image of the
coupling capacitor with 10 µm finger extended into ground planes, is shown in (b).
The width of the finger is 0.3µm, the same as center conductor, and separated from
ground planes by a 0.5 µm gap (c). The bending part of the meander structure
with radius r = 15µm is shown in (d). The capacitance of the coupling capacitor,
which is adjustable for different geometries, is 1.99 fF. The schematic in (e) shows
the cross section of a CPW resonator.
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Parameter Symb,Note Unit E10-200a E10-200b E10-200c E10-200d E10-200e S4-200

Cavity length l, Designed [mm] 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 7.692
Strip Width w, Designed [µm] 10 10 10 10 10 4
Film Thick. d, Designed [nm] 200 200 200 200 200 200
Gap Width s, Designed [µm] 4 4 4 4 4 2
Coupler (in) Designed [µm] 0 0 25 50 100 10
Coupler (out) Designed [µm] 0 0 25 50 100 50
Capacitance C, Designed [pF/m] 152 152 152 152 151 142
Res. Freq. f0,Measured [GHz] 3.1144 3.1090 3.0931 3.0973 3.0861 7.6224
Q-factor Q, Measured 475000 160000 500000 450000 56453 4144
Insertion loss Measured [dB] -15.5 -23.5 -16.2 -14.8 -11.4 -
Phase v. Calculated [108m/s] 1.4264 1.4239 1.4166 1.4185 1.4134 -

Continued A2-200a A2-200b A2-100 A2-50 A2-20 A1.5-200 A1-200 A1-100 A0.3-200

Cavity length 13.189 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 13.189 13.189 13.189 13.189
Strip Width 2 2 2 2 2 1.5 1 1 0.3
Film Thick. 200 200 100 50 20 200 200 100 200
Gap Width 1.5 1 1 1 1 0.5 1 2 0.5
Coupler (in) 20 30 30 30 30 10 10 50 10
Coupler (out) 20 30 30 30 30 100 100 50 100
Capacitance 124.51 142 142 135.3 142 159 116 - 95.44
Res. Freq. 5.8209 3.0901 3.0467 2.7087 3.1477 4.3104 3.8020 5.6632 3.0792
Q-factor 35821 29259 5231 42250 1332 2608 490 9176 1055
Insertion loss -11.2 -27.1 -40.6 -17.6 -29.2 -13.5 -6 -0.9 -18.8
Phase v. 1.5354 1.6315 1.6087 1.4302 1.6620 1.1370 1.0029 1.4937 0.8122

Table 3.3: Design parameters and measured results. Sample A1-100 is fabricated from an IBAD Al thin film and all the
other samples were fabricated from non-IBAD Nb thin films. Some of these resonators will be discussed separately in the
next section.
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a) b)

Figure 3.8: a) Observed gain for pump, signal and idlers as a function of pump
power for sample 2, listed in Table 3.4. b) Color plot of the signal gain as a
function of pump power and fp − f0. In these measurements ∆f = fp − fs was
fixed to ∆f = 10kHz.

After fabrication the resonators were cooled down to a temperature well below
the superconducting transition temperature in a dilution refrigerator cryostat and
the transmission spectrum was measured with a network analyzer. The network
analyzer sends micro wave signals up to 50GHz from the output port and the trans-
mission is detected (both amplitude and phase) at the input port. A sharp increase
in the transmission is observed when the network analyzer sends micro wave sig-
nals at the same frequency as resonance frequency of the resonator. The quality
factor of the resonance peak is measured as Q = f0/∆f where f0 is the resonance
frequency and ∆f is the width at half-maximum transmission. It is only possible to
observe a resonance peak in the transmission spectrum when the resonator becomes
superconducting. In the normal-state losses are too high and these losses destroy
the resonance. Measurements are carried out in the Low Temperature Laboratory
and Erik A. Tholèn was the person in charge for measurements.

3.3.1 Parametric Amplification

Parametric amplification is a process when a weak signal at frequency fs is
amplified by using the nonlinearity of a system together with a strong pump at fre-
quency fp. Parametric amplification is frequently used for low-noise amplification
and it can be observed in many different mechanical, electrical and optical systems.
Parametric amplifiers can be considered as mixers with gain. Their superiority lies
in their ability to amplify a signal with very low added noise.

We have observed parametric amplification with a gain of +22.4dB by using the
intrinsic nonlinearities of CPW resonators [86]. In the experiments, two input tones
with different frequencies fs and fp are applied to the nonlinear resonator. By mix-
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Parameter Symb. Unit Sample 1 Sample 2

Film Thickness d [nm] 200 200
Strip Width w [µm] 10 2
Gap Width s [µm] 4 1.5
Cavity length l [mm] 22.9 13.2
Total Linear Inductance Llin [nH/m] 330 337
Nonlin. Kinetic Inductance Lnonlin

k [nH/m] 0.018(i/ib)2 0.027(i/ib)2

Capacitance C [pF/m] 151 125
Bifurcation current ib [mA] 84 26

Table 3.4: Characteristic dimensions of sample 1 and sample 2. (Sample 1 is coded
as E10-200a and sample 2 is coded as A2-200a in Table 3.3.)

ing these input tones with the nonlinearity we observe new frequencies which are
called ”idlers” in the transmission spectra. By changing the power and frequency
of the pump one can amplify the input signal. The idlers are located at frequen-
cies ±n∆f from the pump frequency fp, where ∆f = fp − fs and n is an integer.
Thus, the phase of signal and idler tones are correlated by through the phase of
∆f . The phase-dependence of the amplification can be observed by mixing the
output of the nonlinear resonator with a phase-shifted copy of the pump tone, to
down convert both signal and idler to the same frequency ∆f (see papers III and V).

Fig. 3.8(a) shows the observed gain for pump, signal and idlers for Sample 2
listed in Table 3.4. Fig. 3.8(b) shows the gain of the input signal as a function of
pump power and frequency. The maximum gain is observed at the pump power
and frequency where the resonance curve stars to bifurcate due to the non-linear
kinetic inductance, as shown in Fig. 3.9.

3.3.2 Determining the Nonlinear Kinetic Inductance

It is possible to calculate the current-dependence of the inductance LT ot(I)
from analysis of the transmission curves, together with the calculated capacitance.
These calculations are made for two samples listed in Table 3.4. These resonators
are made from 200nm thick Nb films and Sample 1 has a gap size of s = 4.0 µm
and strip width of w = 10.0 µm with l = 22.9mm. Sample 2 has slightly different
geometry with s = 2.0 µm, w = 1.5 µm and l = 13.2mm.

The current amplitude in the resonator at the bifurcation point is determined
from the applied microwave power. This bifurcation current is also calculated by
fitting the data (transmission spectra) to the circuit model introduced in [86]. The
resonator is modeled as a continuous transmission line and the nonlinear kinetic in-
ductance is defined as Lnonlin

k = a(I/ib)
2. The current at the bifurcation point, ib,
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Figure 3.9: Bending of the resonance curve and bifurcation with applied power for
sample 1 listed in Table 3.4. Scale is for lowest curve, other curves are offset 4dB
per curve.

is measured to be 84mA for sample 1 and 26mA for sample 2 (Table 3.4). Fig. 3.10
shows the plot of the nonlinear kinetic inductances, Lnonlin

k found in this way as a
function of the applied current from, 0 to ib.

The linear kinetic inductance is measured by applying low input power to the
resonator and then measuring the resonance frequency. Thus the total inductance
is given by

LT ot(I) = Llin + Lnonlin
k (I) = Llin + a(I/ib)

2 (3.13)

where a = 27 for sample 1 and a = 18 for sample 2 (see Fig. 3.10).
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Figure 3.10: Estimated nonlinear kinetic inductance, Lnonlin
k by fitting transmission

spectra data to the circuit model introduced in [86] for sample 1 (dashed line), and
for sample 2 (solid line) as a function of current amplitude from I = 0 to the
bifurcation current I = ib.

Ginzburg-Landau Theory

We used the G.L. theory (Eq. 3.10) to determine Lnonlin
k by numerical integra-

tion. Fig. 3.11 shows the calculated nonlinear kinetic inductance, Lnonlin
k , for sample

1 as a function of increasing current. The blue squares show the prediction of the
Ginzburg-Landau theory and the red dashed line gives the result of fitting to the
non-linear circuit model. For the G.L. predictions the depairing current density
is assumed to be equal to the theoretical value, Jdp ∼ 57 × 1010Amp/m2 [95], and
the linear kinetic inductance is assumed to be 10% of total inductance. Similar
estimates were also made by other studies, [83].

Critical Current Density

The critical current density, Jc, of Nb resonators depends very strongly on
material properties such as film thickness, film roughness and grain sizes. These
material properties are determined by fabrication techniques. This sensitivity to
the fabrication technique and to the film properties can cause orders of magni-
tude difference in critical current density. In bulk Nb the critical current density
is measured between Jc ∼ 108 − 109Amp/m2 [96]. Thin films have higher critical
current densities Jc ≈ 2 × 1010Amp/m2 for d ∼ 1µm films and Jc usually increases
with decreasing film thickness. The increase of Jc with decreasing film thickness
suggests a non-uniform current distribution across the thickness of the film [97].
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the calculated nonlinear kinetic inductances for sample
1 as a function of current amplitude from I = 0 to I = ib. Dashed line shows the
results of the circuit model and the squares shows results of the Ginzburg-Landau
theory.

Critical current density which is equal to the theoretical depairing current den-
sity, Jc = Jdp ∼ 57 × 1010Amp/m2, for Nb thin films is achieved by fabricating
nanomesh structures [95].
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Conclusions

The first part of the thesis is related to the one-dimensional Josephson junction
chains and in this part the results of the experimental studies are presented. The
current-voltage characteristics of SQUID chains are studied extensively in order
to gain a better understanding about the nature of these systems and utilize the
gained knowledge and experience for further development of the circuits with spe-
cific properties. We described the behavior of the SQUID chains, classifying them
in terms of experimental parameters, such as the ratio of the characteristic ener-
gies, EJ/EC and the ratio of normal state resistance and the quantum resistance,
RQ/RN and number of SQUIDs in the chain N .

The SQUID chains undergo a superconducting-insulator quantum phase tran-
sition when the EJ/EC ratio is tuned with an external magnetic field perpendic-
ular to the SQUID loops. We have designed and fabricated two type of chains,
Uniform chains and Tunable− link chains, with various lengths and a transition
form classical phase state (supercurrent-like IVC) to classical charge state (IVC
with Coulomb blockade) is observed. Experimental IV curves exhibit a remarkable
duality between the phase and the charge states where the roles of the supercurrent
and critical voltage are exchanged. The measured characteristics parameters such
as, Zener current, supercurrent and critical voltage values are also compared with
theoretical predictions. We also developed a simulation by modeling TAPS. With
the simulation we gained access to the spatial and temporal distribution of phase
slipping and phase sticking events.

Experiments showed that the normal state resistance is an important parameter
for determining the damping in the system. We found qualitative agreement be-
tween the simulated results and the experimental data (Fig. 4.1) and we concluded
that the current-voltage characteristics of the SQUID chains are primarily deter-
mined by a balance between phase slipping and phase sticking processes (Paper I).
Regarding with the supercurrent-like branch (S.C.), the simulated results showed

69
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Figure 4.1: Experimental and simulated current-voltage characteristics of a Uniform
chain (sample 20110131 Ch04) at the base temperatures, T ∼ 20mK. We found
qualitative agreement between experimental data and the simulation. There are two
major discrepancies between the experimental results and the simulations. The first
one is the finite slope of the supercurrent-like (S.C.) branch which is observed in the
experiment but not in the simulation. This discrepancy is probably due to QPS,
that are not accounted for in the classical simulation. The simulation does take
into account TAPS but these are not able to account for the observed slope. The
second discrepancy is the current level IChain. The experimental IChain level is
approximately half of the expected value from simulation. This discrepancy could
be explained by an additional source of fluctuations not present in the simulation,
for example quantum fluctuations of the phase, or self-heating in the chain.

that phase-diffusion or TAPS are not able to account for the observed finite slope
or zero bias resistance (Fig. 4.1). The temperature and the EJ/EC dependence of
R0 showed that the QPS is the dominant mechanism which defines the dynamics
of the long Josephson Junction chains on the supercurrent-like branch. Further-
more we have found that EJ/EC ratio is a decisive factor for the QPS amplitude
and the SQUID chains undergo a transition from incoherent quantum phase-slips
state (supercurrent branch with a finite slope) to coherent quantum phase-slips
state (coulomb blockade) through an intermediate state (supercurrent branch with
a remnant of coulomb blockade) as the EJ/EC ratio is tuned by an external mag-
netic field and this transition from incoherent QPS state to the intermediate-state
happens around R0 ∼ RQ (Paper II).

Regarding with future studies on JJ chains, we think that the periodically struc-
tured chains are interesting systems to study. In principle it should be possible to
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achieve geometrical resonances in periodically structured chains. When such chains
are fed with an oscillating signal it may be possible to achieve locking between an
external AC signal and phase-slips events via the geometrical resonances.

The second part of the thesis is about Superconducting coplanar waveguide
(CPW) resonators and in this part we have introduced a process for manufacturing
and characterization of these resonators. Regarding with the fabrication quality,
smooth and continuous thin films are necessary for resonator applications. We
conducted a systematic study on intrinsic nonlinearities in Superconducting CPW
resonators and observed a Kerr-like nonlinearity due to a current dependent kinetic
inductance, which distorts the resonance. We have modeled resonators as a nonlin-
ear transmission lines (circuit model) and showed that the origin of the nonlinear
kinetic inductance could be the nonlinear relation between supercurrent density,
Js, and superfluid velocity, vs, defined by Ginzburg-Landau theory. The non-linear
inductance of the resonators was used to realize a parametric amplifier (Paper III,
IV and V).

Regarding with future studies, the fabrication process can be greatly improved
and the effect of resonator geometry or the material properties on the nonlinearities
can be studied in detail. There is also plenty of room for modeling and measuring
nonlinear properties of the resonators, such as higher order non-linear terms.
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Appendix A

Fabrication of Josephson Junction

Chains

A.1 Fabrication Recipes

Photolithography (Defining Capacitors)
1) First layer of resist: Spin on LOR7B:tiner 2:1 for 300nm thickness
1st spinning step; Speed: 1000 rpm Duration: 5 s
2nd spinning step; Speed : 6000 rpm Duration: 60 s
Bake on hot-plate at 190oC for 5 min.
2) Second layer of resist: Spin on S1818 for 1500 nm thickness
1st spinning step; Speed: 1000 rpm Duration: 5s
2nd spinning step; Speed: 8000 rpm Duration: 60s
Bake on hot-plate at 120oC for 90 s
3) Exposure parameters:
Time: 6.5 s
Dose: 25 mW/cm2

4) Development: MF 319, 40 s for capacitors (30 s for the ground planes)
5) Rinsing with deionized water

Metal Deposition for Capacitors
1)1st deposition with Sputnik
Material: Al Rate: 7 Å/s Thickness: 50 nm
2)2nd deposition with Eurovac (Sputtering)
Material: SiO2 Rate: 0.6-1 Å/s Thickness: 10-15 nm
3) Lift-off with Remover 1165, 5-10 min. at 55oC
4) Rinsing with deionized water
5) RIE RF (no ICP) with 10 W power and 50 mTorr pressure for 15s

83
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Photolithography (Defining Ground Planes)
Same as fabrication of capacitors.

Metal Deposition for Ground Planes
1)1st deposition with Eurovac
Material: Ti Rate: 2.4 Å/s Thickness: 5 nm
2)2nd deposition with Eurovac
Material: Au Rate: 1 Å/s Thickness: 100 nm
3) Lift-off with Remover 1165, 5-10 min. at 55oC
4) Rinsing with deionized water
5) RIE with 10 W power and 50 mTorr pressure for 15s

E-beam Lithography (Defining Junctions)
1) First layer of resist: Spin on PMGI-SF7 for 500nm thickness,
1st spinning step; Speed: 1000 rpm Duration: 5 s
2nd spinning step; Speed : 3200 rpm Duration: 60 s
Bake on hot-plate at 180oC for 10 min.
2) Second layer of resist: Spin on ZEP520A:Anisol 1:2 for 50 nm thickness
1st spinning step; Speed: 1000 rpm Duration: 5s
2nd spinning step; Speed: 6000 rpm Duration: 60s
Bake on hot-plate at 180oC for 10 min.
3) Exposure parameters:
Aperture: 10µm
Write field: 5×(100µm×100µm)
Step size: 4 nm
Dose: 100µC/cm2

Beam current ∼= 25pA
4) Development: P-xylene 75 sec for ZEP520A
5) Blowing with nitrogen
6) Development: MF322:deionized water with ratio 3:2 90sec. for PMGI
7) Rinsing with deionized water and blowing dry

Angled Evaporation and Developing Junctions
1)1st deposition with Sputnik
Material: Al Rate: 5-10 Å/s Thickness: 12 nm Angle: α ∼ −12.5o

2)Barrier Oxidation
In the load lock with flowing pure O2, Pressure:∼ 2.75 − 7.75 × 10−2mbar
Duration: 3 − 5 min.
3) 2nd deposition with Sputnik
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Figure A.1: Alignment marks after first lithography and Al deposition (left image).
Well aligned marks after the second lithography step and Au deposition (right
image).

Material: Al Rate: 5-10 Å/s Thickness: 24 nm Angle: α ∼ +12.5o

5) Lift-off with Remover 1165, 5-10 min. at 55oC and rising with deionized water

A.2 Spin Coating

Two most common problems for resist coating (both for Photolithography or
E-beam lithography) are non-uniform thickness over an individual chip and thick-
ness variations between different chips on the same sample. Uniformity of the resist
is a crucial parameter for fabrication and optical lithography is more sensitive to
these variations compared to e-beam lithography. In optical lithography, areas with
the ticker resist need longer development time than the thinner areas and conse-
quently the thinner areas will be overdeveloped leading to a too large undercut.
Fine features such as alignment marks, could loose their undercut completely due
to over-development and could be lifted off. We think that ramp-up speed might
have some effect on this therefore we use two step spinning process.

Step 1: We set the spin speed to ∼ 1000 rpm with duration for about 5-10 s.
Step 2: We set the spin speed to ∼ 3000 − 6000 rpm with duration for about 60 s.

We make sure that the pipette which holds the resist is absolutely free from
bubbles and start the spread cycle and dispense the resist as quickly as possible
while the chip is rotating. It is also important not to touch the chip with pipette.

We have observed rather an odd behavior with LOR:7B and PMGI without any
good explanation. If one pours the resist on the sample while it was stationary
rather than spinning, the resist will not be uniform over entire surface but it will be
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Figure A.2: A small piece of gel-pak is placed onto the stage of the contact mask
aligner (left image). Sample mounted on to the gel-pak just before the exposure
(right image).

thicker in the center of the chip compared to the edges. A similar non-uniformity
occurs if resist is spin-coated on to an unbaked resist layer. Another problem for
spin coating is dust particles on the sample. These particles can create very wide
and long comet like tail which can stretch up to several millimeters depending on
the size of the particle. Therefore chips must be as clean as possible before coating.
If one encounters adhesion problems then the resist must be removed completely
with RIE RF O2 plasma before making a proper coating.

It is possible to use undiluted LOR:7B for the thicknesses d > 500 nm but this
is unnecessarily thick for our ground planes since the thickness of the Au-ground
planes are ∼ 100 nm. The development of the LOR:7B is isotropic, therefore a thick
layer also means a large undercut which, in turn, is problematic for fine features.
Therefore we dilute the LOR:7B in a 2:1 ratio with G thinner (the vendor’s name
for the solvent). This mixture should have a thickness of about ∼ 250 nm for a
spin speed of ∼ 6000 rpm. The other photo resist, S1818, could also be used with
the same thinner and undiluted S1818 has the thickness ∼ 1.5−1.7µm @ 6000 rpm.

The edge beads must be removed before baking S1818 in order to get a good
contact with mask and keep the photo mask clean (in the optical lithography step).
We have used a Q-tip and Remover 1165 in order to remove these edge beads di-
rectly after the spin coating of S1818 since it is difficult to remove them after baking
the resist.
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Figure A.3: Two matrices after Au deposition (ground planes) in the Eurovac. The
foil masks ensures that the Au does not extend all the way to the edge of the chip
causing electrical connection between ground planes and the bulk silicon.

A.3 Photolithography

Photolithography is used for defining the on-chip capacitors and ground planes.
On-chip capacitors (200µm × 800µm) and the ground planes are large structures
therefore the fabrication process is not very complicated. One must be sure that the
patterns are not under developed and have good resolution during the exposure. In
the second photolithography step (fabrication ground planes) the photo mask and
the previously fabricated capacitors must be aligned quite accurately (see Fig. A.1).

The way to get high resolution in the optical lithography is to have a hard and
uniform contact between the mask and the sample. We usually push the chip to-
wards to mask before the exposure until we see a few interference fringes and the
edge beads must to be removed in order to have hard contact. We also put a small
piece of gel-pak (which creates a softer surface compare to stage) underneath the
sample (see Fig. A.2). The soft gel-pak acts as a cushion which distributes the
pressure and allows the chip to bend slightly.

Oxygen Ashing: It is important to have a clean chip before metal deposition
therefore we do a mild 02 plasma ashing after photolithography. For this purpose
we use RIE RF with the pressure, ∼ 100 mTorr and the power ∼ 10 W with the
gas flow of 20 sccm (no ICP power). Ash duration for optical lithography steps are
∼ 60 sec. and for e-beam lithography is ∼ 15 − 30 sec.
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Figure A.4: An optical microscope image of the chip taken after development in the
second photo lithography step. Note that the under cut is non-uniform (compare
the lower left alignment mark with the top right one). The lower left alignment
mark is almost completely developed away.

A.4 Metal Deposition

The Al capacitors are deposited in the Sputnik UHV deposition system with
the deposition rate ∼ 5 Å/s. The thickness of the bottom electrodes are ∼ 50nm.
The top electrodes are ground planes which are deposited in the Eurovac system.
The first metallic layer of the ground planes is 5 nm thick Ti which is deposited
with the rate ∼ 1Å/s and the second layer is 100 nm thick Au which is deposited
with ∼ 3.5Å/s rate.

We placed a hand made mask on top of the chip and did deposition through
this mask in order to avoid any deposition on the chip edges which would cause
short contacts between the ground planes and connection pads through the bulk
dopped silicon (see Fig. A.3). If we do not use a mask during the deposition,
Au ground planes will extend to the edge of the chips, and after deposition while
we were scribing and breaking the chip or while we were handling the chip with
tweezers, the extension of these Au ground planes can bend and touch to silicon
substrate directly (bypassing the insulating Si02 layer). This connection creates an
unwanted short between ground planes or between the ground plane and the con-
nection pads. These short connections could be of order approximately 10 MΩ and
ideally resistance between ground planes and the connection pads should be infinite.

Insulating layer for Capacitors: We have used two different methods for
fabricating insulating layer for capacitors. The first method is heavy oxidation
of the Al rectangles in Oxford Plasma Systems which creates approximately 1nm
thick Al203. The recipe for this process is, RIE RF with the pressure, ∼ 100 mTorr,
power ∼ 10 W, gas flow of 20 sccm , ICP power ∼ 250 W for about 15 min. We
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First Alignment Mark

Upper Left Chip
   Upper Right Chip

Second Alignment Mark

   Lower Right Chip

Third Alignment Mark

Chain

Figure A.5: Fine alignment marks for the matrix.

have used this method for the samples which have coplanar wave guide geometry
and the specific capacitance is approximately 13.6 fF/µm2. These samples have
capacitors with the sizes 20µm × 200µm and therefore total termination capaci-
tance to ground at each end of the chain is 54pF . A second method for fabricating
an insulating layer is deposition of 10nm thick Si02 on top of the capacitor base
electrode. The size of the shunt capacitors was approximately 800µm × 1000µm
on these samples and we think that the specific capacitance of 10nm thick SiO2

is ∼ 1.5fF/µm2. Therefore shunt capacitance can be calculated as 1.1nF and the
measurements showed similar results (∼ 1nF).

A.5 Electron beam lithography

The Josephson Junction chains are patterned by Electron beam lithography and
the e-beam design was created in the Raith software (see Fig. A.5). The e-beam
layer is aligned to the ground planes with the help of alignment marks which are
fabricated in the optical lithography step. We have used three different alignment
methods which are called global alignment, matrix alignment and fine align-
ment. In addition to the chain we also expose a 25µm× 50µm rectangle ∼ 140µm
below the center of the chain and this structure is used for measuring the ZEP520A
and the PMGI thicknesses. We use different exposure parameters for the chain
(aperture: 10µm or 7.5µm , step size: 4 or 2 nm , dose: 100 µC/cm2) and the
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Figure A.6: With the fine alignment techniques it is possible to get stitching errors
down to ∼ 15nm between 100µm× 100µm write fields.

rectangles (aperture: 30 µm, step size: 8 nm, dose: 100 µC/cm2) in our design.

Good alignment is absolutely necessary for a successful fabrication therefore we
have used manual as well as automatic alignment techniques. We first start by
finding a relatively large (∼ 10µm) piece of silicon somewhere close to the edge of
the chip in order to do focusing. After focusing we do a global alignment by
using the optical lithography alignment marks (see Fig. A.1) and the three-point
adjustment function in the Raith software. Once the global alignment is done we
move to the next step to do matrix alignment.

In this step we first find the chip which is placed in the upper left corner of
the matrix. Each chip has four fine alignment marks (crosses) which are created in
the second optical lithography step (see Fig. A.4). We usually use the lower right
cross which are located 40µm to the right of and 40µm below the center of the
chain gap. It is rather easy to find these matrix alignment crosses since we know
their exact position relative to the global alignment marks which were used in the
previous alignment. Once we find the lower right cross of the upper left chip (first
alignment mark see Fig. A.5) we do fine focusing by burning a spot in the middle
of this cross. After focusing we register the coordinates of this point again by using
the three-point alignment function in the Raith software. This is our fist alignment
point for the matrix alignment. Then we move 10 mm to the right to find our
second cross for matrix alignment. The second alignment mark is the lower right
cross of the upper right chip. We repeat exactly same procedure and focus here
by burning a spot and register coordinate system together with height value. The
third alignment mark for the matrix alignment is the lower right cross of the lower
right chip and we move to that point by typing 10v in to the command line. Once
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a)

500 nm b)

500 nm

c)

1 µm

Figure A.7: Effect of under developed e-beam resist. a) PMGI - resist pillars are
visible under the bridges. b) Dog bones are not formed properly and the resist
residue between the neighboring bridges can cause a discontinuity between the
junctions of the same SQUID. c) Junctions are lifted from the silicon substrate
(hanging on the air). Even though the SQUIDs are formed properly and electrically
connected, the probability having a working sample is very low.

the coordinate and height values of these three points are registered we finish ma-
trix alignment using the Raith software (activate and assign by clicking ”adjust”).

After finalizing matrix alignment, it is also possible to use another option called
”autofocus” and the details of this process can be found in the Raith manual. Now
the system is ready for e-beam exposure. When the exposure starts, we do an-
other alignment called fine alignment by using three crosses from each chip in the
matrix. The fine alignment is done semi-automatically using a special ”layer 63”
(see Raith manual). With the combination of these three alignment techniques it
is possible to get stitching errors as low as ∼ 15nm between 100µm× 100µm write
fields (see Fig. A.5).

After the exposure of the chains, the sample must be developed immediately.
E-beam resists are very selective, and require special developers. First we develop
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a) 500 nm

b)
1 µm

c)

3 µm

Figure A.8: Distorted resist bridges after Al deposition. a) Al deposition in the
Sputnik system , the bridges are twisted in the direction of the source. b) Al de-
position in the Eurovac, some bridges are bent upwards and others downwards.
Surprisingly in the Sputnik system the bridges are always bend downwards. c)
Image of a chain after lift-off. Sample was fabricated with distorted bridges there-
fore SQUIDs are not formed properly. d)Sagging of the resist bridges due to SEM
imaging.

ZEP520A layer with P-xylene for ∼ 75 seconds and then the PMGI-SF7 layer in
MF322:H2O mixture with the ratio 3:2 ∼ 90 seconds (PMGI-SF7 does not develop
in P-xylene, and ZEP520A does not develop in MF322). It is impossible to guess or
estimate the development times therefore this step of the fabrication process must
be optimized by trial and error (see Fig. A.7).
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b)

Figure A.9: a) Sketch of the shadow evaporation technique. Aluminum is evapo-
rated at two different angles, ±α, through the e-beam resist mask. Resist mask
consists of two layers, hZ and hP , ZEP520A and PMGISF7 respectively. b) Thick-
ness measurements for the calculation of angle.

A.6 Angled Evaporation

The angled evaporation is a critical step in the fabrication of Josephson junction
chains and it should really be considered to be a part of the patterning process.
Fig. A.9(a) shows the sketch of the shadow evaporation technique. By this method
it is possible to achieve self alignment since the same resist mask (which consist of
bridges) is used for different angle evaporations. On the other hand it is difficult
to get the deposition angles exactly correct and this results in chains consisting
of two different SQUIDs with slightly different junction sizes and loop areas. Fur-
thermore the shape of the bridges changes during the first metal deposition, where
metal deposition on the mask causes the dog-bone shaped gaps to become smaller.
Therefore the structure deposited in the second angle evaporation is not exactly
same as the first layer.

Experiments showed that in order to have a working sample the error in the
relative angle between depositions should be less than 1 degree and unfortunately
the accuracy of the angle adjustment in our deposition systems is very close to
this limit (∼ 0.5 degree). Here we will show how to calculate this angle depending
on the ground plane and e-beam resists thicknesses. For this calculation we do
six different thickness measurements (with the profilometer) at various steps of the
fabrication process. We use both the chain gap and a separate test structure which
is defined by e-beam lithography for these measurements. Fig. A.9(b) shows these
measurement points in order to estimate the thickness of resist layers. First three
measurements T1, T2, T3 are made in the chain gap and last three measurements
T4, T5, T6 made at the test structure.
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Figure A.10: Top view of a successfully fabricated resist bridges after angled Al
deposition in Sputnik system.

Thickness measurements with profilometer:

T1 is the thickness of the ground planes which consists of Au and T i layers.
T2 is the thickness of the ground planes after PMGI-SF7 coating.
T3 is the thickness of the ground planes after ZEP520A coating. Ideally T1, T2 and
T3 should be the same, but the thickness of the resist changes slightly depending
on the underlying chip topography.
T4 is the thickness of the Zep520A layer and this measurement is made just after
developing the e-beam exposed chip with P-xylene.
T5is the total thickness of Zep520A and PMGI-SF7 layers, measured after develop-
ing chip with MF322.
T6 is the total thickness of Zep520A and PMGI-SF7 layers, after O2 ashing with
RIE RF, just before angle evaporation.

From these measurements we can estimate the thickness of the second e-beam
resist layer (ZEP520A) as; hZ = T4 + (T2 −T3) − (T5 −T6) and the thickness of the
first e-beam resist layer (PMGI-SF7); hP = T5 − T4 + (T1 − T2).

In the Eurovac system axis of rotation is in the plane of the chip holder. There-
fore we can calculate angle in degrees as;

α(Eurovac) =
Shift/2

hP + hZ
×

180

π
(A.1)

In the Sputnik system (due to the design) the axis of rotation is not in the plane
of the sample holder. Therefore we have to add a correction parameter and the
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2 µm

Figure A.11: Successfully fabricated resist bridges after angled Al deposition (15nm
+ 30nm) in Sputnik system. This sample was kept in the load lock while the source
was heating up and it spent very little time in front of the shutter and the source
due to the high deposition rate (∼ 7Å/s) .

deposition angle for Sputnik is;

α(Sputnik) =
Shift/2

hP + hZ
×

180

π
× 1.13 (A.2)

The shift of the pattern was; Shift = 200 nm, in our samples. Typical values
for hP and hZ are 500 nm and 50 nm respectively, therefore the relative angle
between the two depositions is 2α ∼ 24o in Sputnik system. These expressions are
derived using small angle approximation and the thickness Al layer growing on top
of the resist is not taken into consideration. The formula which shows the deposi-
tion angle in the Sputnik system has an additional factor compared to the Eurovac.
This additional factor 1.13 enters to the equation because of the geometry of the
deposition chamber and it was found by trial and error.

We have experienced problems with resist mask collapse while we were using
the Sputnik system (see Fig. A.8(a)-(b)). SQUID patterns at these samples were
distorted due to the sagging of the mask (see Fig. A.8(c)-(d)). The most probable
cause of this distortion is overheating of the resist mask. In order to overcome this
problem we used a high deposition rate > 5Å/s. We usually keep our sample in
the load lock while heating up the source and when the system reaches the desired
deposition rate we quickly lower the chip into the chamber, adjust the deposition
angle, and open the shutter. As soon as we reach the desired thickness, we close
the shutter and quickly move the chip into the load lock. It seems that keeping
the chip in front of the closed shutter for an extended period of time overheats the
resist. We also tried to make the deposition in short time intervals by opening and
closing the shutter to avoid heating, but it turned out that longer periods with
closed shutter and shorter periods of open shutter just made the problem worse.
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Figure A.12: Needle valve (left) and the shut-off valve (right) for O2 line and rough
pump valve to the load lock.

Furthermore cooling the shroud with liquid N2 did not have any noticeable effect.
Fig. A.10 and Fig. A.11 shows successfully fabricated resist bridges after angled Al
deposition (15nm + 30nm) in the Sputnik system. Chip was kept in the load lock
while the source was heating up and deposition rate was quite high (∼ 7Å/s).

A.7 Barrier Oxidation

The barrier oxidation time and pressure are important parameters in the fabri-
cation process. Junction properties such as specific resistance, RSpec. (Fig. A.13),
normal state resistance, RN , together with maximum current on the supercurrent-
like branch, Imax (Fig. A.14) and threshold voltage (Fig. A.15) are affected by the
barrier resistance.

In order to achieve the desired barrier resistance, the oxidation time and pressure
should be very accurate. In the Eurovac system oxidation is done in the main
chamber while in the Sputnik it is done in the load lock. The Eurovac system has a
gate valve between the turbo pump and chamber, and when this valve is closed the
pressure in the chamber does not rise above approximately 10−6 mbar. Therefore
in this system, it is possible to fill the chamber with pure O2 without continuously
flowing it in and pumping it out. The O2 pressure in the chamber is stable. The
load lock of the Sputnik system does not have tight vacuum and the pressure at the
load lock quickly rises to the 10−3 mbar range when the connection between load
lock and the main chamber is sealed off. Therefore during the barrier oxidation in
Sputnik we have to continuously pump O2 into the load lock and pump it out with
the rough pump.
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Figure A.13: Specific resistance (RSpec.) of Al tunnel junctions as a function of ox-
idation time. Legend indicates the oxidation pressure. Each data point is acquired
by measuring the normal state resistance of a few chains.

In Sputnik, we first retreat the chip to the load-lock and close the chamber
valve completely then we carefully open the shut-off valve on the oxygen line and
simultaneously open the valve between the load lock and the rough pump. We
try to keep the pressure low because junction resistance is very sensitive to the O2

pressure. Once we get the desired pressure then we open the rough pump valve
completely. The needle valve (controlling the O2 flow) should be set in a way
that when the shut-off valve ( for the O2 line) and the rough-pump valve are both
completely open, the pressure in the load lock should stable at the desired value.
After the oxidation (t = 3 − 5 min.) we first close the oxygen shut-off valve then
the connection between the load-lock and the rough pump and after that we open
the chamber valve. It is also possible to regulate the pressure in the load lock by
adjusting the chamber valve and the oxygen needle valve (see Fig. A.12). In that
case the roughing valve should be completely closed and the turbo pump is used
for pumping. This method could easily harm the turbo pump if it is not operated
with extra care and therefore not suggested.

Fig. A.14 shows that the samples with specific resistance, RSpec. < 0.3kΩ.µm2

have a supercurrent-like branch at zero magnetic field and the maximum current
level, Imax, becomes larger as the specific resistance is lowered. On the other hand
samples with RSpec. > 0.3kΩ.µm2 shows a fully developed Coulomb-blockade with
a measurable threshold voltage, VT /N ∼ 0.5µV and this threshold voltage becomes
larger as the as the specific resistance is increases (Fig. A.15). Since the total junc-
tion area of a single SQUID in our chains is ∼ 0.05µm2, we can estimate the normal
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Figure A.14: a) Maximum current at the supercurrent-like branch, Imax, as a func-
tion of specific resistance, RSpec., for thirteen different samples. These samples
showed supercurrent-like branch at zero external magnetic field. Legend indicates
the number of SQUIDs in each chain. The IV curves in (b)and (c) are of the sam-
ples marked with the arrows and black dots represents the Imax values for these
chains.

state resistance of a single SQUID when this transition from supercurrent-like be-
havior (classical phase dynamics) to Coulomb blockade (classical charge dynamics)
state happens; RN ≈ RSpec./AJUNC ≈ 0.3kΩ.µm2/0.05µm2 ≈ 6kΩ. Surprisingly
this transition happens when RN ∼ RQ = 6.45 kΩ.
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Figure A.15: Threshold voltage per SQUID (VT /N) as a function of specific resis-
tance for four different samples. These samples showed Coulomb blockade at zero
external magnetic field. Legend indicates the number of SQUIDs in each chain and
the dashed-line connecting the data points is drawn as a guidance for the eye.





Appendix B

Fabrication of CPW Resonators

B.1 Fabrication Recipes

Cleaning

• Scribing the wafer into 2.5 × 2.5cm2 sizes

• Rinsing with deionized water

• Placing in beaker with MilliQ water or IPA and sonication for 10 min

• O2 Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) RF with 30W forward power for 75 seconds

Metal Deposition

• Metal: Aluminum

• Thickness: 20nm - 200nm

• Deposition rate: 0.1Å/s - 8Å/s

• Pressure: ∼ 10−8mbarr, during evaporation

E-beam Lithography

Resist properties;

• Resist: Zep520A

• Thickness: 330nm

• Spinning parameters: 6000 rpm, 60 sec

• Baking: 10 min. at 180oC on hot plate

101
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Exposure parameters;

• Aperture: 20µm for high resolution CPW lines, and 120µm for low resolution
input output structures

• Write field: 1mm2

• Step size: 16nm

• Dose: 100µC/cm2

• Developer: P-xylene

• Duration: 2 min. 30 sec.

B.2 Most Frequently Encountered Fabrication Problems

In this section, detailed analysis of some fabrication problems are presented
along with the recommended solutions to these problems. Minute details during
fabrication process of a resonator may cause malfunction of the resonator during
measurements. Due to this sensitivity, every detail of the fabrication process must
be taken into consideration. Aside from the slow writing speed, the most com-
mon problems of fabrication process are dirty chips, stitching errors (inability to
achieve pattern-placement accuracy), roughness of the resist, beam quality and the
proximity effect. These problems have significant influence on the pattern quality,
thus they determine the properties of the devices [98]. In this section, three of
the major fabrication errors, namely dirty chips,stitching errors (write field shift)
and beam quality are covered in detail along with some examples with possible
solutions. Other possible problems and their effects on fabrication process are also
discussed at the end of section.

The most common problem in the fabrication process is particles on the chip,
particularly for samples with large write fields. The source of these particles is
typically improper handling with tweezers, impure solutions and clamps. A tiny
fractured silicon piece from scratching or careless sample handling can cause short
between center strip and ground planes and result in malfunction. For this study,
we have designed and fabricated Superconducting CPW resonators with lengths up
to 26 mm long and total size of 125mm2(25 × 5mm2). We have also fabricated res-
onators with waveguide dimensions of 400nm × 20nm × 26mm and these resonators
with very narrow center strip are very vulnerable. Designing the resonators more
compactly, even if the total length was the same, decreases the probability of par-
ticle landing on sensitive parts of the resonator, hence increasing the chance of
getting a working sample. In order to achieve successful results one must be very
careful with treatment of the chip at all times. As an example, Fig. B.1 shows a Si
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Figure B.1: Dust landed on center strip before dry etching. This dust particle
blocks the etching of metal film between the ground planes and center strip which
leads to a short in the circuit. Such silicon pieces do not pose any problems, if
they land on the surface of the chip after dry etching, when they can be removed
by cleaning. However, if they land on the sensitive parts of the resonator such as
couplers or center strip when it has mask on before dry etching, then their effect
can be harmful.

particle trapped between the ground plane and center strip.

Write-field boundary shift is also one of the most common problems in the fab-
rication process. This problem is created by the working mechanism of EBL system
when it divides up large patterns into smaller write fields [99]. Even under ideal
conditions, it is not possible to achieve pattern placement accuracy of less than 20
nm with 1 mm WF. Many methods are developed for measuring EBL stitching and
different solutions are used in order to overcome these problems [100]. The most
commonly used methods for measuring WF shift are the Vernier method and Morie
method, which do not even require the use of coordinate measuring tools [101]. In
this study, SEM imaging is used for measuring EBL stitching errors and a new
approach is pursued to solve the alignment problem. The effect of the write field
shift is remedied by replacing the original waveguides with extra patches which are
added to the design where the waveguide crosses the WF boundary. The optimal
values for exposure parameters such as exposure dose and coordinate system sift for
these patches are obtained via experimental investigations. Fig. B.2 shows a CAD
image of the center strip at the write-field boundary and the optical image of the
same area. The center strip is narrower than designed at the write-field boundary
due to a shift in vertical direction.

If the shift is in the horizontal direction, a gap with unexposed resist can result
in a break in the center strip. This problem is solved by adding new patches to
the design. In order to pattern these patches, we use a different coordinate system,
which is shifted by 20µm in both x and y directions with respect to coordinate sys-
tem of the waveguide, so that the patches are within the same write-field. Fig. B.3
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a) CAD Design

write-field boundry

b) Optical image

10 µm

Figure B.2: CAD image of center strip at write field crossing point (a). Optical
image of the same point. Due to a shift in vertical direction, center strip is narrower
than designed at the write field crossing point(b).

shows CAD image of the center strip at write field crossing point along with optical
and SEM images.

Another limitation of the fabrication process is the proximity effect, which is the
result of electron beam exposure from back-scattered electrons far from the beam
location [102]. There are three major methods to solve this problem: background
correction exposure, shape modification, and dose modulation [103],[104]. We have
used dose modulation for this study. The patterning is corrected by introducing a
different dose to inner and outer lines of the waveguide.

High resolution patterning requires small spot sizes and the electron beam spot
size depends on the injection parameters such as electron beam energy and elec-
tron beam aperture (current) [105]. In order to estimate the quality of the spot,
test structures are written with every exposure. These test structures consist of
circular structures, which are written in order to check that the x and y directions
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Figure B.3: Image of CAD of waveguide at write-field boundary with modified
patches (a), optical image (b) and SEM image of the same point after sample
fabrication (c).

are properly calibrated; a cluster of lines in order to determine when these group
of lines collapse to a single big line; and a group of dots getting gradually closer to
assess the resolution of the spot.

In addition to these test structures, the exposure date is also written on every
chip. This creates a unique identification number for every chip in order to trace
the samples later on and correlate with information about design and exposure
parameters, which are kept in a logbook. In Fig. B.4, an optical microscope image
of exposure date can be seen. This date is a unique identification number for that
chip. On the right and left sides of the date, there are test structures written in
various sizes (see Fig. B.5).
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Figure B.4: Optical microscope image of exposure date written on the chip. This
is a unique identification number for that chip and this id number is created at
every exposure. On the right and left sides of the date, there are test structures in
various sizes.

a)

d)

1 µm 1 µm

1 µm
1 µm

Figure B.5: SEM images of test structures with various side lengths. Larger test
structures have sharp edges and straight borders, while the smaller structures do
not have as much resolution.

The fabrication process is a multi step process, during which various chemicals
interact with a variety of materials. These interactions may sometimes cause un-
expected results. It is in fact not always obvious which interaction causes which
problems or defects. Some of our samples have visible defects on them and the
reason for these defects are not always clear. Fig. B.6 shows one of these cases in
an SEM image of a sample taken after BCl3 etch process. There is a fractal-like
structure on the chip which causes a short between the waveguide and the ground
planes. Our best guess is this fractal structure appears to be due to the interaction
between BCl3 gas and EBL resist.
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15 µm

Figure B.6: SEM image of fractal-like structure on the chip after BCl3 etch process.

In conclusion, there are many factors that influence the quality of a Super-
conducting CPW resonator. All these factors must be considered systematically,
because each of them effects the quality of the device and may cause malfunction.
A few of these factors have been discussed in detail. However, there are several
others such as film quality, aberrations of beam at the edges of the write-field (es-
pecially for big write fields) and drift of the stage during exposure, which are not
mentioned here, yet must be taken into careful consideration.

B.3 Sputnik Deposition System

The Electron Beam Physical Vapor Deposition (EBPVD) system called Sputnik
has been utilized for Al thin film fabrication at the Albanova Nanofabrication Labo-
ratory (see Fig. B.7). It is a Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) system. The Sputnik
system has an e-gun rod evaporation which is more preferable than conventional
e-beam evaporation methods. This method does not require a crucible and cross-
contamination is very unlikely due to the cooled chimney surrounding the gun,
therefore fabricating a very pure film is possible. The system has a strong turbo
molecular pump that can handle gas flows up to 2000 l/s, and gives 10−9 mbar base
pressure. The sample holder is rotatable (Fig. B.8) during the deposition, which
gives certain amount of control over the angle of metal deposition and ion bom-
bardment. The system’s ion gun is connected to an Ar source via a variable leak
valve which allows fine adjustment of chamber pressure during ion milling. The ion
gun is used for removing any contamination or oxidation layer from sample surface
just before deposition and for Ion Beam Assisted Deposition (IBAD).
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Figure B.7: The chamber, turbo molecular pump is towards the wall at the back
side, load lock is at the top(a). Load lock , transfer road and transfer valve(red)
between load lock and the main chamber. This valve keeps open during deposition.
The transfer rod is coming down from the top and load lock door is closed(b).
Control rack with all the control elements are installed(c).

Figure B.8: Schematic diagram of an IBAD system with the main components
1.Rotatable target holder, 2.sample and sample holder, 3.e-gun deposition source
(Al), 4.sputtering ion source, 5.ultra high vacuum chamber, and 6.turbomoleculer
pump.

Ion gun: In order to characterize the ion gun, several Al thin films were
etched by the Ar bombardment. The best etching performance was achieved with
3kV beam energy, 30mA emission current and 1.6 × 10−6mbar gas pressure . Sim-
ilar to the e-gun, the ion beam energy defines the energy of the accelerated ions
and emission current controls the total amount of ions reaching the target, in other
words current density created on the sample by Ar+ ions.
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Figure B.9: Effect of substrate cleaning. AFM images of 100nm thick Al thin films
with and without ion bombardment of the substrate before deposition. 5.0µm scan
size with 100nm color bar (a) and 2.0µm scan size with 100nm color bar (b). The
roughnesses of these thin films are 5.13nm and 7.88nm respectively. Sample which
has metal deposition without substrate treatment has flaky grains and the growth
of the film is rougher, whereas the sample prepared with substrate treatment by
the ion gun has circular grains and lower roughness.

B.4 Thin Film Fabrication

The deposition system and fabrication technique has significant influence on
quality of thin films. Several factors such as deposition rate, substrate treatment,
chamber pressure etc. affect the morphology of thin films. All these parameters
must be taken together into consideration in order to fabricate smooth and con-
tinuous thin films. A small calibration error at one of these parameters can cause
drastic reduction on quality of thin films. Small defects at Superconducting CPW
resonators can cause discontinuity of stripline, high radiation losses or even break
of superconductivity. Therefore a systematic study is necessary for optimization of
these parameters. As an example, we can point out unstable deposition rate which
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Deposition Thickness Roughness Dep. Rate Defect Density IBAD
conditions

#1 25 nm 2.7 nm 0.75 Å/s 0.5 defects/µm2 No
#2 25 nm 4.2 nm 5 Å/s 0 defects/µm2 No
#3 12 nm 0.3 nm 1Å/s 0 defects/µm2 Yes
#4 12 nm 2.4 nm 1Å/s 0 defects/µm2 No
#5 25 nm 6.7 nm 1Å/s 0 defects/µm2 Yes
#6 25 nm 2.1 nm 4Å/s 0.1 defects/µm2 Yes

Table B.1: Thickness, roughness, deposition rate, defect density and IBAD proper-
ties of various deposition conditions mentioned in this chapter. For each deposition
condition, more than three samples were examined and for each sample an area of
> 100µm2 was examined.

can cause high roughness and large grain size, and these properties influence the
critical current density Jc of thin films. Experiments show that Jc can differ by
orders of magnitude depending on thin film properties [106],[97].

Substrate Treatment: Substrate treatment with ion milling is the first step in
thin film fabrication and it clearly effects thin film growth and thin film properties
such as surface roughness and defect density. As an example, we present Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) images of a 100 nm Al thin film deposited on SiO2 sub-
strate with and without substrate treatment before deposition ( see Fig. B.9). These
thin films are 5.13 nm and 7.88 nm in roughness respectively. They are also very dif-
ferent in grain size and grain shape. The sample which has metal deposition without
substrate cleaning has flaky grains and the growth of the film is not smooth. On the
other hand, the sample which was cleaned before the deposition has lower rough-
ness and grains that are more circular in shape. Fig. B.9 displays the 5.0µm and
2.0µm AFM scans of the samples and it is obvious that film growth gets effected by
the surface topography and contamination of substrate before deposition was made.

Non-IBAD Films: Non-IBAD thin films are prone to a large number of
surface defects and high film roughness. We have studied many different Al thin
films that were prepared with and without using ion beam assistance (Table B.1
summarizes the properties such as thickness, roughness, deposition rate and the
defect density of various deposition conditions mentioned in this chapter). Deposi-
tion condition #1 represents 25 nm thick Al films which were deposited at a rate of
0.75 Å/s. Samples fabricated at these conditions have several holes on the surface
and density of these defects can be up to 0.5 defects per µm2. Most of these defects
have circular shapes and radii of the holes can be as large as 100 nm. Fig. B.10
shows the SEM images of a sample fabricated with the deposition condition #1.
Roughness of this film is ∼ 2.74 nm.
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Depositionrate: 0.75 A/s          Roughness: 2.74 nm
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Figure B.10: 25 nm thick Al film deposited on silicon oxide substrate without IBAD
at a rate of 0.75Å/s with a base pressure of 0.16 Pa. SEM images of the sample
with 5.0µm scan size and 1.0µm scan sizes. The sample has some surface defects
and the roughness of the film is ∼ 2.74 nm.

While deposition condition #2 has the same film thickness, it has higher depo-
sition rate (5 Å/s) compared to #1. Films fabricated with the deposition condition
#2 do not have any holes on their surfaces, instead they have other surface defects
such as hillock structures and higher grain sizes. The average grain size of the films
fabricated with this deposition conditions is around ∼ 100 nm and these large grain
sizes causes higher roughness. Therefore, these samples have roughnesses ∼ 4.2 nm
which is 40 % rougher than the films fabricated with deposition conditions #1.
Fig. B.11 shows SEM images of a sample fabricated with the deposition condition
#2 with scan sizes of 5.0µm and 1.0µm. Similar problems for non-IBAD thin films
have been previously reported in the literature [107].

IBAD Films: A special technique called ”Ion Beam Assisted Deposition”
(IBAD) is used for Al thin film fabrication. This method has been successfully
used in the context of thin film fabrication since early 80’s [108],[109]. The method
allows for the fabrication of very smooth thin films that are extremely low in rough-
ness but also very dense and continuous [110],[111]. In particular, this method has
been employed in fabrication of continuous smooth films thinner than 20nm. With
the IBAD method, highly energetic ions hitting the sample surface during the de-
position, break off columnar crystal growth which shadow the deposition of new
material by causing voids. Bombarding the sample during the deposition causes
changes in the surface topography, which is clearly reflected in parameters such as
root mean square (rms) roughness and grain size.
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Figure B.11: 25 nm thick Al film deposited to the silicon oxide substrate without
IBAD at a rate of 5 Å/s with a base pressure of 0.16 Pa. SEM images of the sample
with scan sizes of 5.0µm and 1.0µm. The sample does not have any hole-like defects
on the film surface but it has an average grain size of 100nm and a roughness of
∼ 4.2 nm.

As mentioned earlier IBAD films are fabricated by bombarding the substrate
with Ar+ ions during metal deposition. Three main parameters must be taken into
consideration for IBAD film fabrication process and two of these parameters are
deposition rate and deposition time. In addition to these two, atom-to-ion arrival
ratio RA/I is the third crucial parameter for IBAD film fabrication. RA/I is defined
as the ratio between the evaporated atoms and energetic ions arriving at the sample
surface. Atom arrival rate is determined by the deposition rate. Ion arrival rate on
the other hand is determined by the beam area and the beam current of the ion-gun.
Effective beam area of the Ar ion gun (in Sputnik system) is measured by etching
thin films with ion bombardment. RA/I affects film density, roughness and quality.
First we will compare IBAD and non-IBAD Al thin films (with the same thickness)
then the comparison of IBAD films with different deposition rates will be presented.

IBAD vs Non-IBAD Films: Deposition condition #3 represents an IBAD,
whereas #4 represents a standard evaporation and the film thicknesses are same
(∼ 12 nm) for both conditions (see Table B.1). By comparing the films fabri-
cated with these conditions, we see that thin films fabricated with the deposition
condition #3 has roughness ∼ 0.3 nm and grain size ∼ 10 nm, while thin films
fabricated with the deposition condition #4 has roughness of ∼ 2.4 nm and grain
size of approximately ∼ 30 nm (see Fig. B.12). Through the IBAD technique, the
roughness of the thin film is reduced by almost 85 % and grain size is reduced by
approximately 65 %. Fig. B.12 shows Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and SEM
images of the sample #3 on the left and sample #4 on the right.
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Figure B.12: AFM images of 12 nm thick Aluminum films deposited on Silicon
oxide substrate by thermal evaporation with and without IBAD (as seen in the
first row, IBAD film has 5nm color bar, while non-IBAD film has 100nm color bar).
SEM images of the samples with 1.0µm scan size (second row), and 100nm scan size
(third row) are also shown. For the films which are deposited with the standard
evaporation technique, the root mean square (rms) roughness of the film is 2.41 nm
and the grain sizes are around 30 nm, whereas for the films which are deposited with
IBAD, the rms roughness is 0.318 nm and the grain sizes are around 10 nm, which is
almost three times smaller compared to the standard evaporation technique. Larger
grain size is an indication for the higher surface roughness. Non-IBAD film (second
column) shown in this figure has smaller grains and lower roughness compared to
the thin film shown in Fig. B.9. The main reason for this difference is film thickness,
which is only 12 nm at this sample while it is 100 nm at Fig. B.9.

Effect of Film Thickness on IBAD Thin-films: These comparisons show
that IBAD films have much better quality than non-IBAD films therefore the next
step is to investigate the dependence of film quality on deposition rate. For this
purpose several IBAD thin films are fabricated at different deposition rates and
examined. Here we present two deposition conditions; #5 and #6 both have the
same film thicknesses of 25 nm. Samples were fabricated with IBAD but at dif-
ferent deposition rates. Deposition condition # 5 and #6 have deposition rates
of 1Å/s and 4Å/s respectively. Samples fabricated with the deposition condition
#5 have average roughness ∼ 7 nm and these samples do not have any defects on
the sample surfaces. While samples fabricated with the deposition condition #6
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Figure B.13: SEM images of the IBAD films. First row shows a sample fabricated
with the deposition conditions #5 (a) and second row shows a sample fabricated
with the deposition conditions #6 (b) with the scan sizes 5.0µm and 1.0µm. Sample
with the deposition condition #5 has a deposition rate of 1Å/s, roughness of 6.74 nm
and grain size of approximately 100 nm. While sample with the deposition condition
#6 has 4 Å/s deposition rate and 2.15 nm roughness. Sample #6 has smaller grain
size ∼ 30 nm but also some surface defects. These films are fabricated with ion gun
parameters; 300eV beam energy, 35mA emission current and 1.69 × 10−6mbar gas
pressure.

have lower roughness ∼ 2 nm in average and smaller grain sizes, but there are some
holes on the film surfaces. These surface defects begin to appear for the samples
with deposition rates higher than 3Å/s. Fig. B.13 shows SEM images of a sample
fabricated with the deposition conditions #5 on the first row and an other sample
fabricated with deposition conditions #6 on the second row with 5.0µm and 1.0µm
scan sizes.
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Summary: Test depositions have shown that IBAD Al films with low depo-
sition rates in the range of 0.1Å/s to 3.0Å/s do not have any surface defects, but
they have larger grain sizes which result in higher roughness. On the other hand,
IBAD Al films with high deposition rates (4Å/s − 7Å/s) offer smaller grain sizes
and lower roughness, but in that case defects like hillock structures begin to appear
on the film surface. Tests have also revealed that these defects begin to appear
when RA/I atom-to-ion arrival ratio is higher than a 3Å/s. We have realized that
there is an optimal value for deposition rate which depends on the Ion flux density
of the sample during deposition process. The best samples were fabricated when
the RA/I = 1 with the deposition rate of ∼ 3Å/s for the Sputnik system. At this
deposition rate, it is possible to get smooth films without any defects and with
reasonable grain size and roughness.

On the other hand, thicker films have larger grain size and therefore higher
roughness. We think that the longer deposition time is the main reason for this
effect. The sample surface heats up due to longer deposition and the excessive heat-
ing of the substrate causes larger grain sizes and higher roughness. It is possible
to avoid this heating problem by increasing the deposition rate, but in that case a
stronger Ion gun is needed to keep RA/I at the optimum value.
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